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PREFACE

This annotated bibliography is.part of AMERICA'S WOMeN OF COLkiR:
INTEGRATING CULTURAL DIVERSITY INTO NON-SEX-BIASED CURRICULA, which
includes a teacher-training manuO., curriculuM guides, filmstrips, and
filmstrip useiSs guides, but can be used by itself.

AMERICA'S WOMEN OF COLOR is a training and development program funded
under the Women's Educational Equity Act, U.S. Department of Education,.
It is designed to help 'students undITTENd the status, needs, and contri-
butions of minority women of color, i.e., American Indian, Asian American,
Black, and Hispanic; and fo help teachers integrate relevant aspects of
the history, dlulture, and contrOutions of these women into their existing
classroom curricula. It is based on the fact tha.t both males and females,
regardless of their racial ethnic group,'are seriously limited in their
information about,mino-rity women, and it provides a process for meeting
this deficit.

This project represents 'the work and commitionent of many people during a

two-year period. Although housed 'within the St. Paul Schools, it involved

educators from the RoSeville Area Schools and Hamlin& University. Through

their efforts, a set of materials has been developed for use in staff -

programs at the elementary and secondary education levels: These materials

include this annotated bibliography, a teacher-training ;Intel, two curriculum
guides containing sample lesson,plans on minority women, and five sound
filmstrips on mfnority women, as well as filmstrip user's guides.

/
Special thanks are due to those who assiSted in the completion of this '

bibliography: W. J. Musa Foster, III, the project's research assistant,

and Sharon M. S-Frrns g wa, Asian American Curriculum Specialist, St. Paul

Public Schools,- nail) ed the Whliography; and Karen J. Smith, Urban
Affairs Department of the St. Paul Public Schools, did the final typing

. .

of it.

v
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Glolla L. Kumagai
ProSect Director
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'INTRODUCTION

This bibliography supplements the teacher-training manual, curriculum

guides, filmstrips, and filmstrip useriPs guides for INTEGWING CULTURAL

DIVERSITY INTO NON-SEX-BIASED CURRICULA. It is organized into five

sections: Elementary Resources, Secondary Resources, Postsecondary and
Teacher Resources, Elen&ntary Audiovisual Resources, and Secondary Audio-

visual Resoue.ces. In addition, efch section is organized by minority,

group: American Indian, Asian American, Black, Hispanic, and Multiracial.

The materials cited in this publication are those which can be USed to

learn*about minority women and to develop culturally diverse non-sex-biased
* .

curricula. It does not include all resources on and/or by minority women.
Criteria for selection fncluded minority women as authors, knowledge of the

subject,-.readability, interest level, and availability.

Within each minority group, controversy exists about sexism. Some individuals

have advocated.that energiep should be devoted to fighting racism as opposed

to sexism--that.se*ism is divisive in a racial group. Otherslhave stressed

that there is a need to 'combat both forms of discrimination. An attempt ,has

been made to include secondary and postsecondary/teacher resources which

reflect both of these perspectives.

In cdthpiling this bibliography, we found that there is not a greet,number

of 'resources on and/or by minority women. ,The fewest were found in regard

to American Indian women. And within minority groups, there are not materials

which cipier all subgroups. For example, resources for teaching about Soutk-

east Asian,women in America, as well as Korean and Filipino* American women,

are lacking. Inrspite of these drawbacks, an effort was made to read and

'listen to the available mat6rials for teaching about minority women. This

effort is now evident in the following annotated bibliography.

4
'UNDERSTANDING THE SECTIONS

Elementary and Secondary R sources: The resources listed in these sections

are primarily student-learn'ng materials. Mahy of them are listed in the

lesson plans contained in the curriculum guides. Included are materials on,

, as well as by, minority women. Although some of the resources are described

as sex- and/or race-biased, these materials can'be used in teaching bdut

discrimination and stereotyping. Both nonfiction and fiction are fqlind in

the listings of materials.

Postsecondary/Teacher Resources: This section.contains a variety o resources

which can be used for overview as well as in-depth information on rwority

women. Many of the resources cited are appropriate for developing A knowledge

base about minority women in conjunction with implementing the sample work- '

shop found in the teacherftraining manual.

*There is no f sounct in the Filipino language, originally referred to as

Tagalog, and the contemporary Filipino Amer4.can prefers the /5 spelling and

pronunciation.
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Elementary and Secondary Audiovisual Resources: Films, sound filmstrips,
and cassettes are listed in this section. These materials are appropriate
foresupplementing,lesson ylans on minority women.

USING THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

/7
This bibliography should be .nsed by workshop leaders to further their knowl-
edge about minority women and the kinds of materials and resources available
on, them. This work is essential if leaders are to conduct effectively staff
development activities which will enable workshop participants to learn
about minority women and develop culturally diverse non-sex-biased purricula.

In turn, teachers who develop integrated curricula and/or teach ab4t
minority women should use this bibliography to increase their under tandi
of minority women and gain a better idea of student-learning mater ls.

We suggest that teachers preview materials before using them with st

We hope that this bibliography.will assist in,expanding your resources on
minority wainen. It does not include human resources. However, valuable
sources of information are people themselves. Talking with minority women
can provide you with, additional resourtes, such is local minority organiza-
tions' newsletters.

Most of the listed resources are available through he following agencies:

a. School and public libraries--this includes libraries at Community
andkstate universities. In addition, libraries can connect with
regional, state, or even national interlibrary loan resources.

tovernment offices--regional, state, and national government offices
have copies of reports and proceedings of conferences conducted by
them. Often these documents are distributed free or at cost to
interested parties.

c. Publishing and distributing houses--many of the listed suggested
books are available in relatively inexpensive paperback editions.

If materials will be used frequently, the-school library or tne students
'should find it reasonable to llgy_cogies._ For those materials which will

0 be used less frequently, ou may want to obtain One co157`and reprodUce
relevant parts for the class. A copy of the guidelines of ,6he new copyright

lay is found on pages 3-5. It's a goOd idea to become acquainted with them
ff you choose to reproduce materials..

Since this bibliography was compiled from becember, 1977 through July, 1979,
it does not include recent resources for teaching about minority women. By

maintaining contact with.chose sources which produce and4r distribute mate-
rial,s on minority women, you call be,updated through their newslet,pers,
catalogs, and listings. In ition, 'your public\and school libraries can be
valuable in assisting you in kepg up-to-date.

11



GUIDELINES FOR COPYING FOR CLASSROOM USE

Guidelines for classroom copying develfeped by the Ad Hoc Committee of
"Educational Institutions and Organizations on Copyright Law Revision, the
Authors League of America, Inc., and the Association of American Publishers,
qnd pririted in-the House Judiciery Committee Report (H. Rept. 94-1476),

pp. 68-70:
to

,Agreement on Guidelines for Classreem-e6r7ing
in Not-for-Profit Educational Institutions

With Respect to Books and Peryicals

The purpose of the following guidelines is to state the minimum and not

the maximum standar of educational fair use under Section 107 of H.R. 2223.
The parties a that the conditions determining the extent of permissible

. copying for educational purposes may change in the future; that certain types
of copying permitted under these gui4elines pay not be permiSsible in the future;
and conversely that in the future othq,r types of copying not permitted under
these guidelines may be permissible under revised guidelines.

Moreover, the following statement of guidelines is not intended to limit
the types of copying permitted under the standards of fair use under judicial
decision and which are stated in Section 107 of the Copyright Revision Bill.

-Mem may be instances in which copying which does not fall within the guide-
lines stated below may nonetheless be permitted under the criteria pf fair use.

Guidelines
a

I. Single copying for teachers
A single copy may be made of any of the following by or for a teacher

at his or her individual request for his or her scholarly research or use
in teaching or preparation to teach a class:

A. A chapter from a book;
B. An article from a.periodical or newspaper;
C. A short Story, short essay or short poem, whether or not from

a collective work;
D. A chart, graph, diagram, drawing, cartoon or picture from a book,

periodical, or newspaper.

II. Multiple copies for classroom use
Multiple copies (not to exceed in any event more than one copy per pupil

in a course) may be made by or for the teacher giving the course for classroom
use or discussion; provided that:

A. The copying meets the teSts of brevity and spontaneity as defined
below; and,

B. Meets the cumulative effect test as defined below, and,
.C. Each copy includes a notice of copyright.

re.

-3-- 8
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Definitions

/ Brevity
(2) Poetry: (a) A complete poem if less than 250 words and if printed

on not more than two pages or, (b)< from a longer poem, an excerpt of not more

than 250 words.
(11) Prose: (a) Either a complete article, story or essay of less., than

2,500 words, or (b) an excerpt from any prose work of not more than 1,000 words
or 10% of the work, whichever is less, but in any event a minimum of 500_words.

[Each of the numerical limits stated in "i" and "ii" above may be expanded
to permit the completion of an unfinished line of a poeth or of an unfinished

prose paragraph.]

(iii) Illustration: One chart, graph, diagram, drawing, cartoon or

picture per book or per periodicalissuel
(iv) "Special" works: Certain works in poetry, prose or in "poetiC

prose" which often combine language with illustrations and which are intAded
sometimes for children and at other times for a more general audience fall .

short of 2,500 words in their entirety. Paragraph "ii" abfte notwithstanding
such "special works" may not be reproduced in their entirety; however, an
excerpt comprising not more than two of the published pages of such special
work and c ntaining not more thap 10% of the words found in the text thereof,

may be re oduced.

Spdntaneity
(2) The copying is at the instance and inspiration of the individual

teacher, and
(ii) NThe inspiration and decision to use the work and the moment'of

oe/its Use for maximum teaching effectiveness are so close in time that it would
be unreasonable to expect a timely reply to a request for permission, _

CuNlative effect
(i) The Nopying of the material is for only one course in the school

in which the copies are made.

(ii) Not more than one short poem, article, story, essay or two
excerpts may be copied from the same author, nor more than three from the

same collective work or periodical volume during one class term. .

(iii) There shall not be more tban nine instances of such multiple

copying for one course,during qne class'term.

[The lititations stated in "ii" and "iii" above shall nbt apply to
current news periodicals and newspapers and current news sections of other

periodicals.1

III. Prohibitions as to I and II above
Notwithstanding any of the above, the following shall lse prohibited:

(A) Copying shall not be used to create or to replace or substitute
for, anthologies, compilations or collective works. Such teplacement or sub-

stitution may occur whether copies of various works or excerpts therefrom
are accumulated or reproduced and used separately.

-4-
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(B) There shall be no copying of or from works intended to be "con-
sumable" in the course of study or of teaching. These inclu,e workbooks,
exercises, standardized tests and test booklets-and answersheets and like
material.

(C) Copying'shall not:
(a) substittfte for the purchase of books, publisher's reprints
or periodicals;
(b) ,be directed py higher authority;

(c) be-repeated with respect to .the same item by the same
teacher,from term to term:

(D) No charge shall be made to the student beyona the actual cost of
the photocopying.

Clarification

The concept of "teacher" in these guidelines is considered by the House
Judiciary Committee to be. defined broadly enough "to include instructional
specialists working in consultation with actual instructors" according to
Subcommit,tee Chairman Kastenmeier in a speech on the House floor (Congres-
sional Record, Sept. 22, 1976, p. H10875):

4
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I. ELEMENTARY.RESOURCES

A. AMERICAN INDIAN

Aitken, Larry. Wanda,Kee Wah Din. Bemidji, Minn.: Tri-State.'

Community Action Project, 1971.

Wanda, a younendian.girl, describes her daily life in text
and through p otographs. Her family maintains cultural tradi-
tions and promotes Wanda's pride in her heritage.

Clark, Ann Nolan. Along Sandy Trails. New York: Viking, 1969.

Color photographs accompaq the short descrtptions of a young
Papago Indian girl's environment. Her grandmother accompanies

'her on her walks as they discover the many aspects of the
desert's natul-e.

Clirk, Ann Nolan. In,My Mother's House. New York: Viking, 1969.

Short verses and illustrations describe the daily life and
environment of a young Indian boy in the Southwest. Harvest
festivals., farmdng, adobe-building, irrigation, and family

life are illustrated.

Crompton, Anne Eliot. The Winter Wife. Boston: Atlant'ic Monthly

Press, 1975.

This is the Abenaki Indian fol4ale of a,hunter's winter wife,
his betrayal of their marriage, and their life together after
they have been transformed into moose. Illustrator substitutts

tipi for a wigwam.

Crowder, Jack L. Stephanie and the Coyote. Bernalillo, N. Mex.:
'Jack L. Crowder, 1969.

This bilingual story is presented in English and Navajo.
Stephanie is a young Navajo Indian girl who guards her fabily's
sheep from the coyotes. Color photographs show Stephanie's
environment.

de Leeuw, A ele. Maria Tallchief. New York: Dell, 1971.

This b ok is a biogTaphy of the American Indian ballerina,
Maria T llchief. THe story contains soMe references to Maria
as an "Indian Princess."

7 1 1
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'Fiprris, Christie. Mouse Woman and the Mischief.Makerd:
' Athe9rU, 1977. /

4

New 'York:

Tales of Mous,e'Woman, a harnaUk (a supernatural leing of
northwest indien mythOIogy),,are often told during the winter
season. ',These storiep describe the experiedces of Moue
Womaikand various mischief maers. Text,is.written lor

intermediate.-madpra.

. '

Harris, Christie, Mouse Woman and the Vanished Princeaseh. New

York: -.Atheneum, ,1976.

These stories,also describe the experiences of Mouse Woman,

supernatural Indian beiAg. Princesses were hc-ing abducted apd

Mouse Woman cómeg to rescue them. Illustrations'arebfack-and-
white drawings% The text is written for intartediate readers.

Hughes, Phyllis. Indian Children Paper Dolls. Santa Fe, N. Mei.:

The-Museturof New Mexico Press, 1976.

A llook of paper dolls, both male,and female, showing'the'native

dres and customs of southwest Indian tribes.
7

- Hyde, Hazel. Maria, Making Pottery. Santa Fe, N. Mex.t Sunstone

Press, 1973.

This picture story shows how Maria Martinez ana her husband,
J6lian,t make Indian pottery. They are San Ildefonso Indians

and live near Santa Fe, New Mexico.,

Libhart, Myles, and Amiottei Arthur (eds.). PhotO,graph'S and Poems

b Sioux C ildren. vapid City, S. Dak.: Tipi Shop, 1971.-

Stude s from the Porcupine Day Schoel on the Pine Ridge Indian

Re ation in South Dakota wrote and created the poems and
ph tographs found in this,book.

.-McDermoit, Beverly Brodtky. -Sedna, An Eskimo.Myth. New YoriC:

Viking, .1975.

4

This is an Inuit Eskimo folktale about Sedna, the mothdr of
all sea animals.

Miles; Miska. Annie and the Old One. Bopton: Little, Brown and

Co.,. 1971.

A story of Annie, a Navajo Indian, and the Old One, her grand-

mother. The Old One -tells the ,family that when the new rug

is taken from the loom, she' will go to Mother Earth. Annie

tries to'slowdown the rug7making process. -This book intro,-
,duces Navajo.culture and uses many Navajo term's.

13
-9-
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s6iprris, Christie.. Mouse Woman and tehe Mischief idakerd: New'York:

Atheyum, 1977. ' ..)
.,.

.

, -

,

Tales of Mouse.Woman, allarnatik (a supernatural tieing of . A

northyest-Indi!an mythdlogy),.are often told during the.winter
season. %These storiep describe the experiences of Mouse
WOmaq,and various mischief Malers. Text,is.written Tor

intermadiate.madera.
. , 1 .=

Hauis, Christie,. Mouse Woman and the Vanished Princeese. New

r York: '.Atheneum, ,1976.
---.......

-

These stories,also describe the experiences of Mouse Woman, 4

supernatural Indian beilig. Princesses were 4ing abducted and
Mouse Woman cOmeq to reacue them. Illustrationsarebfack-and-
white drawings% The text is written for int'artediate readers.

Hughes, Phyllis. Indian Children Paper Dolls. Santa Fe, N. Mei.:

TheMuseumrof New Mexico Press, 1976.

A lq.00k of paper dolls, both male,and female, showing'the'native
dresS and customs of southwest Indian tribes. .

7

- Hyde, Hazel. Maria, Making Pottery. Santa Fe, N. Mex.t Sunstone

Press, 1973.

This picture story shows how Maria Martinez ana her husband,
Sqlian,, make Indian pottery. They are San Ildefonso Indians
and live near Santa Fe, New Mexico%

--
Libhart, Myles, and Amiottei Arthur (eds.). Phot*aphS and Poems

b Sioux C ildren.' Aapid City, S. Dak.: Tipi Shop, 1971.

Sttde rom the Porcupine Day SchOel on the Pine Ridge Indian

Re ation in South Dakota wrote and created the poems and
ph tographs found in this_book.

..McDermo'it, Beverly Brocraky. .Sedna, An Eskimo.Myth. New Yor'iC:

Viking, .1975.
4

This is an Inuit Eskimo folktale about Sedna, the mother of

all sea animals.

Miles, Miska. Annie and the Old One. Bc:Tton: Little, Brown and

Co., 1971.

A story of Annie, a Navajo Indian, and the Old One, her grand-.

mother. The Old One tells the ,family that when the new rug
is taken from the loom, she will go to Mother Earth. Annie

tries to'slow.down the rug7making process. This book intro,-

,duces Navajo.culture and Uses many Navajo term's. -

,
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'Nelson, Mary Carroll. Annie Wauneka. Minneapolis, Minn.: Dillon

Press, Inc., 1972 .

Annie Wauneka, a Navajo, Was the first woman to be elected

to the Navajo TribaliCoundil. This story focuses on her

attempts to improvevihe health and welfare of her tribe.
Her efforts won herfthe MedaTof Freedom in 1963.' The text

is written for intermediate levels.
,

lb. .

Nelson, Mary.Carroil. Aria Martinéz. Kinneapo'lis, Minn%:- Dillon

Press, Inc., 1972.

The sipry of Maria Martinez, a noted Pueblo pottei, is pre-'

sented in this book for iniermediate students. Together with

her husband, Julian, She ptOrfected a firingtochnique which
produced her bIackWare pottery. Black-and-white photos

accompany the text.
/>

4
Nelson, Mary Carroll. Pablita Velarde. Minneapolis, Minn.: Dillon

Eress, Inc.,1971.,

The story of the famous Tewa Indian artist is told in this

book for intermediate readers. Black-and-white photographs

accompany 'the te4:k

O'Dell, Scott. Island of the-Blpe Dolphins. New-York: fDell, 1960.

This story is based on a historical account of ari Indian

peat eighteen years alone on San Nicolas (Ghalas-at),

an island in the Pacific.

O'Dell, Scott. Sing-Domn the Moon. fiew ,York: -Dell, 1970.-

This story of Bright Morning, a Navajo girl, in the11860's

helps students becoine familiar with Navaj6.culture, forced
migration, and Spanish slave rings.

O'Dell, Scott. Zia. New York% Dell, 1976.

'Zia, niece to, Karana (of Island of the Blue Dolphins, see above),

tries to arrange a search party for her aunt. Kar.ina is brought'

to the Spanish mission and tries to adapt to the new environment.

Unfortunately, the new lifestyle imposes tqo many-restrictions
on Karana (who was accustomed to a freer life), and soon she

dies of an illness.

Old Coyote, Sally, and Toineeta, Joy Yellowtail. Indian Tales of the

Northern Rockies. Billings, Mont.: Montana Indian Publications,

1971.

This book is one of a series of 'Indian folktales and legends.
Six legends of the Gros Ventre, Flathead, Crow, Nez Perce, Shoshone,

and Blackfoot tribes are presented. Children's drawings accompany

th text. e

-14



Paley, 'Stephen. I Love id*Prandma. Milwaukee: Rnre z Edifton4,
1977.

.
.

. t.,

This is the story..of a young Indiani.grl, .t love for her grarig-,
% .

mother, dnd the exppripnces thA, have together, pie d'e'scrite t

how her giahOmother ;eachesher about nature., 0'
.,,. . 'he

.

s'
Pascale, Janet. , Faugtus Indian Women. Madison: Universitx'of _

. Wisconsin-Extension, n.d.
- .

' - .
,

Ilk., ,, 0

Some af the women whb are featured ih this-packet Arel Marie,

.

Dorian, Jar, -Rosa Minoka Hill, Pablita Velarde; La Donna Harr4s,,.
.:

*\*7 *Or
,and Nora.Guinn. qhis collectioq provides insight into Ihe, .
history and many traditions of Pieerican Indians. *)

,.

,

Ar . -
Paul, Frances Lackey. Kahtafiah. tAnchorage: AlaS"ka NorthW

Publishing Co., 1976.

This collection of stories draws on tile experiences of a'real
person to recreate the life of a Tlingit Idldian girl of 19th-

.

century Alaska.

Penny, GAce Ja kson. Moki. New York: Avon Books, 1960.

This story attempts to describe the life of a young Cheyenne

girl in the past. Indian names (e.g.,.Antelope Girl,,Running
Deer, Buffalo Hump, etc.) and headbands with randomly placed
feathers are scattered in the text written for intermediate

readers.

Scott, Ann Herbert., On Mother's Lap. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972.

The story of Michael, who feels that one of the nicest places

to be is on his mother's lap. This book shows Michael's
mother, an EsKimo woman, in a positive and nurturing role.
Glo Coalson's drawings show knowledge of and sensitivity to

Eskimo life,

Skold, Bette W. .Sacagawea. Minneapolis, Minn.: Dillon Press, Inc.,

1977. '

This is the stbry of the controversial Shoshone wdman, Sapagawea,
who assisted the Lewis and Clark expedition through the North-
west. The account of her role in the Ccpedition begins with her

abduction from her Shoshone tribe.

Sneve, Virginia Driving Hawk. The Chichi Hoohoo Bogeyman. New York:

Holiday House, 1975.

Three cousins visit their Sioux grandparents and think they have
discovered the Chichi Hoohoo Bogeyman as each one knows of the
term. .The drawings are nonstereotypic and the story is contempOrary.

4.
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Sneve, Virginia Driving Hawk. High Elk'e Treasure. New York:

Holiday House, 1972.

While Joe High Elk and hi's sister, Marie, are seeking shelter
in a cave during a storm, they discover a "seevet" treasure
buried by their ancestor, Steps High Like An Elk. The illus-

trations are contemporary and nonseereotylitc. 'Ttle text is

written for intermediate readers.

§neve, Vivinia Driving Hawk. Jimmy Yellow Hawk. New York:

Holilordy House, 1972..

4,0

'Little Jimmy Yellow itawk's real name was James Henry Yellpw
Hawk, but bedause he was young, he was "Little-Jiml" This

'story tells how he tries ;to prove Kimself and win respect as
a 'grown-up." Aspects of his Sioux culture and environment

WI t in South Dakota are presented. A winner of the'Council on,
InteYratial Books foe Children=s Award, it is uTitten for
intermediate readers.

Sneve, VirOmia Driving Hawk. When Thunders Spoke. New York:

Holiday House, 1974.

Norman Two Bull, a young Sioux boy, follows his grandfather's
wishes and discovers an ancient ,Sioux relic on-the sacred Side

of the butte. He gradualfy learns the value of his ance7tors'
..traditionS and gains an awareness of his culture. Illustrations

are contemporary and nonstereotypic. The text is wriEten for

intermediate readers.

Tall Bull, Henry, and Weist, Tom., The Winter Hunt. Billings, Mont.:

Montana Indian Publications, 1971.

'three stories, "The Winter Hunt," "Snake Medicine," and "Horses
for the Cheyennes," describe some of the traditions of the
northern Cheyenne. Two of.the stories have women as central
characters. Children's, drawings accompany the text.

Tobias, Tobi. Maria Tallchief. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,

1970.

The development of the famous Ameridan Indian woman's dancing
career is described in this book written for intermediate
readers. The text contains some generalizatibns, e.g. e, Maria's,
eyes are "mysterious," and "like most women, (Maria) wanted to
have children.".

a

Two Hawk, Evelyn. The Winona Series. Vermillion, S. Dak.: University

of $outh,Dakota Press, 1976.

This is a series of books about Winona, a Lakota sirl. Each book

is devoted to a partdicular event in her life, from birth to be-
coming_Keeper of the Medicine. Each book also has a teacher's

guide.

-12-
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Van der Veer, Judy. an the Arrow% New York: Scholasticf

, Rook Services, 1969.

Francie refers to herself and the cusbmcis of her people as
"Indian," yet no specific tribe is mentioned. Her experiences
center around.a coyote she founa and her on-ana-off friendship

with Lucy Olson. Not much.information is presented about life
'on the reservation. where Francie lives. The text is writ;en
for intermediate readers. 4

4,

The Weewish Nree, A Magazine of Indian America for Young People.

San Francisco: American Indian Historical Society.

This series of magazines (published six times a year) contains
s,tories; poems, and letters written by American Indians. Baok

reviews and activities are also included.in each issue.

YellQw Robe,.Rosebud. An Album of the American Indian. New York:

Franklin Watts, 1969.

This text describes the early history of the seven regional
1 Indian groups and presents historical sketches and phoeographs,,

SOme generalizations about Indians art made injrhe text, i.e.,
"Whenever you see tall buildings . . . a Mohawk is most likely

'working on (it)." Although some reference is made to the
negative effACts of stereotyping of the Indians in employment,
no mention is made of self-concept ahd institutional racism.
This book is for intermediate readers.

Young, Biloine W., arid Wilson, Mary-..,.How. Carla Saw the Shalako God.

Independence,MO.: Independence Presa., 1972.

Maria, a ybu ng4Zun1 girl, befriends a'S hish American girl,
Carla, and worries about inviting her to the Shalako cele-
bration.

Moung, Bloine W., and,Wilson, Mary. Jennie Red d Finds Her Friends.

Independence, Mo.: Independence Press, 1972

Jenny Redbird makes many friends among her Classmates by telling
them about her Chippewa heritage and culture. , The book positively

portrays her heritage and the illustrations are nonstereoeypic.

-13- 17
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B. ASIAN AMERICAN '.

Asian American People and Places. Et ic Understanding Series...

Los Angeles: Visual Communicati s/Asian American Studies-

Central, Inc., 1972.

15"

This packet consists of nine stories about contemporary Asian-

American lifestyles, "Doctor Jenny," "The Chan.Family," and
"Mrs. Kie.are stories of Asian'American females.

.Asian7American Women. Berkeley, Beeke.ley Unified School'.

District, Women's Studies Program, 1977.

A collection of historical, analytical and personal articles,
artwork,,photos, poetry, and short stories which express the
-opinions and consciousnest of Asian American women. These

articles are used as material for a uniC"On.Asian American
women written for intermediate grade levels.

Bales, Garol Ann. Chinatown Sunday: The Story of Lillian per.

CILicago: Reilly and Lee Books, 1973.

The daily life Of ten-year-old iillian Der in a middle-cpss
Chicago suburb is presented through photographs and taped'
interviews witti Lillian and her family.' Scenes of.:her'shop-

ping in Chinatown, going to school? and preliating fpr the
Chinese,ew Year are shown.

Brown, J. Perkins. Keiko's Birthday. New York:, Friendship Press,

1965.

Keikb, a Japanese girl in the United Nations International

- School of New York, has a birthday party and everyone helps

in the preparations. The text is somewhat outdated andp con-
tains some stereotypes, e.g., Keiko looks just like ano her
Asian.

'Cayenne, Betty. Jenny Kimura. New York: Williala,Morrow an

1964.

Co.,

This is a story of a young Japane'se American girl who come
to visit hgr grandmother in the United States during her six eenth

summer. Jenny often typifies the stereotype of the demure
Japanese girl, stifling her feelings in order to be "well
mannered."

' Ching, AniL Sa-Pagawaan Ng Damit/At the Sewing Factory. Berkeley,

Calif.: Berkeley Unified School District., Asian American

Bilingua Center, 109.

A youfig Chinese American girl visits the sewing factory in
San Francisco where her mother and friends work.

-14-
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Coutant, Helan. First Snow. New York: Knopf, 1974.

A Vietnamese American girl discovers that het grandmother is
dying and searches for the meaning of this death. The text
does not revul much about the Vietnamese American heritage,
although.the grandmother's philosophy on death has Asian roots.

Handforth, Thomas. Mei Li. New York: Doubleday, 1938.

Mei Li, always taunted for being a useless girl 1:,7 her brother,

San Yu, searches for adventure in the New Year Fair. The,text
contains some information that an be interpreted as sexist,
since traditional.Chinese vaues are.ohown. The Kitchen God
appears as a VII Mahu-type character.

Hakinson, Lucy. Dance, Dance, Amy-Chan! Chicago: Albert Whitman
and Co., 1964.

gmy is a Japanese American girl who, with her fatily, partici-
pates in the 0"Bon Festival (festival honoring dead relatives
and friends). Amy follows the stereotype of the shy, demure
Asian woman and'is often seen hiding behind her fan.

Jaynes, 'Ruth. Friends! Friends! Friends! Los Angeles: Bowmar

Publishing, 1967.
(411k

This is a stop about- an As4n American girl and her friends,
illus&ated-Zitth Kodachrome.pictures.of people of:different
races.

Moel, Arlene. The Funny Little Woman. .New York: E. P. Dutton,

-1972.

,

This version'of a Japanese folktale desdribes a little woman
who constahtly giggled and met greedy ogres after falling
in a hoie after he?rice dumpling.

Reit, Seymour. Rice Cakes and PaperaDragons. New'York: Dodd,

Mead, and do:, 1973.

Marie Chan and her family live in Chinatown, New York.. Their
lives and aqtiviiies, both at home and around the city, are
describeg_hrough photographs.

Rhie, Schi-Zhin. Soon-Hee in America. Elizabeth, N.J.: Hollym
International, 1977.

Soon- e (called "Grace" in school) introduces the reader to
her f iends, family activities, and Korean school. The book
does ot show Soon-Hee's' feelings or attitudes about 'being

Ko an American.

41
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Rhomer, Harriet, and 'Anchuodo, Mary. Skyworld Woman. San Francisco:

Children's Book Press, 1978.
1

Tns bilingual bo (Spanish/English)'tells the story of

Brgan, a goddess o the Ifugao pegqie in the Philippines.
Bugan plays'an important role in the c eation cycle and
unites...the skyworld with the earthworld The text is also

availab1e in Tagalog and Ilocano, two P'lipino languages.

Tuyet, Trail Khánh. The Little WeavAr of T
Francisce: Children's Book Press, 19

Hien, a little Vietnamese girl, lived
grandmother in the village. When,the

k mother and grandmother are killed and
United States for medical treatment.
she dreams of returning to Vietnam.

Uchida, Yoshiko: The Birt'hday Visitor. New York: Charles

ner's Sons,,1975.

This'is a.story to read to the }Tooling about a Japanese American

4gamily in the 1930s. Emi,.a young Japanese American
feels that her birthday celebration is ruined because
minister from Jaup-siza§ visiting.

Uchida, Yoshiko. Journey Home. New York: Atheneum, 1,78.

hái-Yen Village. San
77.

with her mother and
war hits the town, her
Hien is brought to the
As she weaves blarikets,

Scrib-

This..sequel to Journey to Topai (see below) relate's Yuki's ex-

periences after her family's relocation in Topaz. The text

shows the different effects the internment had.on aapanese
Americans and descr4es the prejudice that existed after the
war.

Uchida, Yoshiko Journey to Topaz. New.York: Charles Scribner's

SOns, 1971.

Ydki Sakane and -her
World War II. This
iences during their

family are ordered to relocate during
stor,y describes their feelings and eXper-
relocation to Topaz in Utah.

Uchida, Yoshiko. -The Promised Year. New York: Harcourt, Brace

and World, 1959.
-\

Keiko comes to live with her Aunt Emi and Uncle Henry. in

California. She travels on an ocean liner with her "Auntie"
Kobe and meets Tama, a cat smuggled from Japan.

Uchida, Yoshiko. The Rooster Who Understood JaPanese. 'New York:
Charles,Scribner's Sons, 1976.

1,14Fo, an Asian American girl, tries to solve her neighbor's

rooster probleM. The illustrations show some aspects of an
Asian American home life.

-16- 20



Wing, Linda. A Hlartaa Strbng as Mt. Fuji: Berkeley, Calif.;
) Asian Amtrican Bilingual Center, 1978.

A woman describes her immigration to America as.a Japanese
pictur bride. Her experiences working in a tofu factory
and having a picnic with Istei are also related in short
text and pictures. The text is bilingual--Tagalgg and
English. .

C.

Yashima, Taro. Umbrella. New York: Viking, 1963.

C=" A Japanese'girl living in New York receives an umbrella
for her birthday and waits impatiently to use it. 4

S.

Yashima, Taro, and Yashima, Mitsu. Momo's Kitten, New York:

Viking, 1961.

A poignant story of a little girl's-.c.at who has kittens. The

little girl is Momo whois featured Umbrella.

C. BLACK
f

Adoff, Arnold. Big_Sister Tells Me That I'm B1ack. New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston,-1976.

4
Big.Sister tells Little Brother what it means to_be Black

and proud. The text is-written in verse.

Armstrong, William H. Sounder. Rew York: Harper & Row, 1969.

Although the book's title is the name of a dog, this story is
r-,about the,dog's owners, a,Black family in the rural SOuth.

When the fatHer is arrested and put in a prison labor c4mp,
mothei and son are left to manage for,themselves. The book
portrays the strong unity and values of this Black family.

Baldwin, Anne Norris. 'Sunflowers for Tina. New York: Scholastic

BoOk Services, 1970.

Tina, a.young girl growing up in New Yokk City, wants a garden,
but, caet convince her mother to help her., She discovers a
way to malw her grandmother smile without growing anything.

Bible, Charles. Jennifer''s New Chair./New York: Holt, R j.hart
and Winston, 1978.

4.

Jennifer plans and prepares for her six -year birthday party.
Before the party occurs, a fire destroys her family's home,
including her invitations.

-17- 21



Black Women Poets", Berkeley, Calif.: Berkeley Unified School

District, Women's Studies Program, n.d.

This packet contains readings an4-lessons on Aretha Franklin

and Nikki Giovanni: The Aretha Franklin unit is excellent for

music classes.

\
Brooks, GwendOlyn. Alone ss. Detroit: Broadside Press, '1973. ?

A short book with black- -white illustrations describes

how aloneness is differen from loneliness.

groloks, Gwendolyn: Bronzev o s and Girls. New York: Harper &

Row, 1956.

, NIP

Brown 'ller, Susan. Shirley Chisholm. New York: Pocket Boolit,

1972.
40-

During the 1968.elections, Shirley Chisholm became the first

Black Oman to be elected to Congress.. As a Representative
from New York, she strove ta provide equal opportunities for
minorities, women, and young people. This book describes the

major events in Chisholm's life and Preer from her childhood
in Barbados- to her role in Congress. The text is written on

an intermediate/junior high level.

A',collectin'of poetry for young children is presented by
the Pulitzer Prize-winning author, Gwendolyn Brooks.

Burt, Olive. '131ack WoMen Of Valor. New York: Juliap Messner, 1974.

This collection of biographies- includes some on women, such as
JUliette Derricotte, Maggie Mitchell Walker, Ida B. Wells, and

Septima Poinsette

Caines, Jeannette. Abby.. New York: Harper & Row, 1973.

Abby is a little Black girl who has been adopted by a Black

family. She enjoys looking at h&j- baby book because it is

ell about her. The close relationship between Abby and her

family is emphasized in the story.

Carruth, Ella Kaiser. She Wanted to Read: 'The Story of Mary

McLeod Bethune. Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 1966.
-

This book describes Mary McLeod Bethune's childhood and career
as founder of Bethune-Cookman College, the National Council

of Negro Women, and director of the Women's Army Training Corps

(WACS). This book is written for intermediate readers'.

-1 8-
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Clifton, Lucille. Three Wishes. New York: Viking, 1974. '

A charming story about luck and learning is told\in the

words of'a lirtle girl.

Clifton,: Lucille. The Times They Used to Be. New Ycrk: Dell, 1974.

I.

A.Black woman reeglls her twelfth year in 1948 with her best
friend, Tessier. The people in their lives and the events of
that time are described in a monologue. 'Students should have
some background knowledge of Black expressions before reading
the text. Also TassA is described as being,light-skinned and
having "good hair," in contrast to the pother's "nappy-head."
Students should be aware of the origingTof those values and
the t)ossible effect they have on the s'elf-toncept of young

Black girls.

. .

Dobrin, Arnold: Josephine's Imagination. New York: Scholastic
#

Book Services, 19730.

Josephine, a little Haitian,girl,. longs for a doll and uses
her imagination to create 'one from a broom.

El-Kati, Mahmoud. Little Zola Shine Discovers Kwanza. Minneapolis:

Idsight Book Publishers, 1979.

Zola Shine', a young"Black girl, attends a Kwanza celebrat.ion
with her mother and learns the history and culture" of the
joliday. The book contains no illustrations.

Ereng, Pamela. Fight for Freedom. Berkeley, Calif.: Shameless Hussy

Press, 1978.

This book was written by a ten-year-old and tells the story of
a young slaveescape to freedom. The text contains unrealistic
and inaccurate information about the period.

Fassler, Joan. Don!t Worry, Dear. New York: Human Sciences Press,

lip. -.., . t

Jenny is a little girl who wets her bed, sucks her thumb, and

sometimes stutters. Her mother tells her that she will grow
biggenand stop doing some of those things. 0°

Fitzhugh, Louise. Nobody's Family Is Going to Change. New York:

Dell, 1974.

A story about Emma Sheridan, who has two concerns in life:
eating and becoming a lawyer. This bOok talks abott Black
rights, women's rights, children's tights, and interfamily
relationships.

2 3
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G-"ianni, Nikki. Ego-Tripping. New York: LaWtence Hill and

Co., 1973. .

4
This colleetion of twenty-three poems fox irtermediate and
junior high readers deals with, a variety of subjects, including
Black power, aloneness,-Martin Luther King, Jr., Biack,men, and

Nina Simone.

Giovanni, Nikki. Spin a-Soft Black Song. New "York: Hill and

Wang, 1971.

-

A series of poems written for young people is presented in
this book.

Goldreich, Gloria, and Goldreich: Esther. What, Can S'he'8e? A News-

caste'r: New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Co6, 1973.,

The career of"4Barbara LamOunt, a radio and teTevision news-

caster, is told in photographs and a short telit. The book is

written for young readers.

Graham, Shirley. The Story of Phillis Wheatley. New York: Arch-

way Paperbacks, 1949.

Phillis Wheatley was brought to the United States on a

slave ship. She translated Ovid at fifteen and-wrote poems

which soon became famous. Some pictures are stereotypic.

Greene, Bette. Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon. Maybe. New York:

Dell, 1974.

Beth Lambert, a young Black girl, falls in love with Philip
Hall,/but finds herself competing with him. The story shows

some aspects of growing up on a farm but does not deal with

ethnicity or self-awareness.

Greenfield, Eloise. Honey, I Love. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell

Co., 1978.

This book is a collection of poemg,03.y the Black author, Eloise

Greenfield. Titles include: "Leebok Pretty," "Harriet TubNMk

man," and "By Myself." The pictures by Diane and Leo Dillon/.

are very well done, showing Black girls sensitively and real-

istically. Recommended for childen K-3, although many child-
ren in the 4th and 5th grades might also enjoy it.

Greenfield, Eloise. Rosa Parks. .New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,

1973.

.Rosa Parks, a Black woman frop Montgomery, Alabama, gained

national recognition when shewas arrested for refusing to
give her bus seat to a white man in 1955. As a result of that

act of racism, Blacks in Montgomery boycotted the bus system

until the Black/white rules were changed. This story tells of

Rosa's childhood and her later role in the civil rights movetent.
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Hamilton, Virginia. Zeely. New York: Collier Boc*s, 1967.

Eleven-year-old Greeder Perry spends her summer at Uncle Ross'
farm and meets Zeely Tayber, who lives wieh her family on
the farm. Greeder Perry soon believes that Zeely is a queen
and ,creates fantasies about_her.

Jacobs, Linda. ROberta Flack: Sound of Velvet Melting. St. Paul,
Minn.: EMC Corp., 1975.

Roberta Flack discovered her musical talent at a battered piano
and went on to become a popular singer and winner of a Grammy
Award. This brief biography is written for intermediate and
junior high readers.

Jacobs, Linda. Wilina Rudolph: Run For Glory. tpt: Paul, ,Minn.:
EMC Corp., 1975.

Written for intermediate readers, this story describes tht
childhood and training of Wilma Rudolph\ winner of three
Olympic gold medals in track. Black-and-white photographs
accompany the text.

Jordan, June. Fannie Lou Hamer. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1972.

This it an extremely well-written biography of Fannie Lot.'
'Hamer. The book discusses the discrimination she faced as a
child, how she helped other Blacks to register and vote, and
finally, how she helped to establish the Freedom Farm Coopera-
tive. The'illustrations by Albert Williams'are both sensitive
and realistic. Although recommended for primary level, students
in grades 4 and 5 may also find this book interesting.

Lewis, Lueuester. Jackie. Chicago: Third World Press, 1970.

Jackie gains acceptance with a group of boys, but surpriss
them when they realize she is a girl.

Lexcue, Joan M. Striped Ice Cream. New York: Scholastic Book
Services, 1968.

Mama, Becky, Maude, Cecily, Flo, and Abe are portrayed as a
poor Black family, fatherless and wanting. The story describes
how their resourcefulness helps them to make ends meet and find
Becky a birthday present.

Mathis, Sharon Bell. Sidewalk Story. New York: Avon Books, 1971.

The story of Tanya, whose family was being forced out of their
apartment, and her friend, Lilly Etta, is told in this book.
The main characters, Tanya and Lilly, are Black girls. The story

, shows the importance of friendship and the illustrations are
dicely done. '41

,
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..McGovern, Ann. Black is Beautiful. New York: Scholastic Book

Services, 1969.
.

Black-40-white photographs and short text describe how Black
is bea4ifu1' in this book written Lor elementary readers.

McGovern, Ann. Runaway 'Slave. New York:" Scholastic Book Services,

1965:

%I The story'of Harriet Tubman's,accomplishments as a woman who'
le& many sla.res to freedom is presented in this short text for

3rd- and 4th-grade readers.,

Meriwetheri-Louise. ,Don't Ride tIle Bus on Monday. Englewood Cliffs,

N.j.: Prentice-Hall, 1973.

-A brief biography of the Alabama Black wOman, Rosa Parks,
whose refusal to give up her seat on a bus marked the beginning

of the civil rights movement. The text is written for inter-

mediate readers.'

Oliver, Ilexter,. and Olivei, Pftricia. I Want to Be. Chicago:

Third World Press, 197,./

The alphabet and possible careers are presented in black-and-

white photographs. Several young girls are shown in positive

career roles, althovigh the doctor and nurse are portrayed by a

boy and girl,lorespectively.

Ortiz, Victoria. Sojourner Truth: A Self-Made Woman. Philadelphia:

J. B. Lippincott Co., 1974.

This is an account of Sojourner Truth's rise from slavery to
national prominence.as a speaker for freedoth and civil rights

for all people. The text is accompanied by pictures of his-
torical/artifacts and drawings of Sojourner Truth at various,

stageeof her life.

Radford udy L. Mary McLeod B une. New York: Scholastic Book

gervic 1973. A /

The childhood'and accomplishments.of the well-known Mary
McLeod Bethune are told in this shorC book for young readers.
B/.1ack-and-white illustrations accompany the text:

Rollins, Charlemae. Christmas-Gift. Chicago: Follett, 1963.

This is.a collection of stories and poems by Black people

about celebrating Christmas. Some stories are written by

and about Black women.
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Smucker, Barbara. Runaway to Freedom. New York: Harper & Row, 1977.

Rirls who esca e from a planta-
tion in Mississippi an4 wind a hazardous route to freedom in
Canada, vit the Underground.Railroad%

Sterling, Dorothy. Freedom Train': The tory of Harriet Tubman.

New York: .Scholastic Book.Services, 1954.'

This story describes the childhood and adult accomplishments
of the famous Black woman, Harriet Tubman. The book-is written
for-intermediate readers.

Sterling, Dorothy. Mary Jane. New York: Scholastic Book Services,
.1959.

Although the story attempts to portray sympathetically the
experiences of a young Black girl, Mary. Jane, as one of 'the
first Black children to go to Wilson Junior High (a white
school), it contains generalizations about other ethnic groups
and encourages a "melting pot" rather than a pluralistic
perspective. 'TheFa for intermediate to junior

high-Peadys.

Surge, Frank. Singers of the Blues, Minneapolis, Minn.: Lerner

PublicatiOns, 1969.

Short biographies, of seventeen-Black jazz and blues singers
are preseneed it,0 this book. Three biographies are,of women
singers--Ma Rainey, Bessie.Smith, and Billie Holiday. The

text is written for intermediate readers.4

Thomas,'Ianthe. Eliza's Da dy. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovano-

vich, 1976.

This story is about Eliza and her curiosity about her father's
daughter in his new marriage. This book shows the positive
aspects of the father-daughter relationship,and exposes young
children to divorce in a serisitive manner.

Tobias, Tobi. Marianne Anderson.
Co., 1972.

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell

This is a nicely illu trated story about Marianne Andersolf, the
taleinted singer. Her childhood and rise to a career at the
Metibpolitan Opera are described in the short text.

Witheridge, Elizabeth., And What of You; Josephine Charlotte? New

york: Atheneum, 1972.

The story of Jtsephine Charlotte, a young slave girl in the
early 1800's, is presented here. Miss Sarah, for whom Josephine
was a personal maid, was about to marry, leaving Josephine's
future in quest4on.

I.

4
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p. HISPANIC

Belpre, Pura., Once in Pudrto,Rico. New York: Frederick Warne

and Co., 1973.

This collection of stOrie and legends provides readers with

dsome understanding of the,history of Puerto Rico and the

roots of the island-culture. Several: selectiong have femate

characters.

Campbell, Cdlina Andrade. Zenaida. Boulder, Colo.: All of Us,

Inc., 1974.

Zenaida quickly takes care of her'responsibilitie's at hope
so she can have time to go outside with her. friends. They

go swimming together in a favorite swimming hole. Spanish

words are interspersed throughout ;he story, with glossary

included,.

Gasper, Tomas Rodriguez. Yolanda's Hike/La Aventura de Yolanda.

Stanford, Calif.: New Seed Press, 1974.

An illustrated story about a group of foUr Hispanic yoyng-

sters who hike up Mt. Treetop. The bilingual text describes their

adventures along the way.

Kirn, Ann. Two l'esos For Catalina. New York: Scholastic Book

Services, 1961.

Catalina, a young Mexican girl, receives two pesos from a
tourist as a reWard for finding a lost bracelet. Sde spends

time in the market'and tries to find something to buy.

La Ch icane. Berkeley, Calif.: 'Berkeley Unified School District,
Chicano Studies and Women's Studies Programs, 1977.

A pdcket of readings and lessons oft.Mexican American women
written for 4th- and 6th-grade social studies. The curriculum

includes historical material and lessons on sex-role stereo-

typing of Chicanos.

Margarita. Anita la Conductora de Tractor/Annette.the Tractor Dfiver.

San Diego, Calif.: Books for Brown Eyes, 1976.

A ,bilingual book about a girl, Anita, who gets a job as a tractor

driver. This-is an excellent story for young students.

Marganita. The New Yellow Station Wagon/La Nueva Camioneta Amarilla.

San Diego, Calif.: Books for Brown Eyes, 1976.

A bilingual story of a family's purchase-and use of a new car,

fa yellow station wagon. The car they bought was one year old,

used little gas, and had 'air conditioning and a radio.

-24-
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Martin, Patricia Miles. Trine. New York: Scholastic Book
Services; 1975..

This is an enlightening story for young people about a young
Hispanic girl who needs to f91fil her self-image. This book
can also be used to explain stereoty

Maury, Inez. My Mother and I are Growing Stro_g/Mi Mama y Yo Nos
Hacemos Fuertes. Stanford, Lalif.: New Seed Press, 1978.,

Emilita and her mother, Lupe, learn new skills and develop a
sense of pride as they assume daily responsibilities without
Emilita's father. The husband (father) has been imprisoned
and mother and daughter work to keep the family bond strong.
The bilingual story positively portrays the caPabilities of
women.

Maury, Inez. My Mother the 'mail Carrier/Mi Mama la_Cartera.

Old Westbury, N.Y.: The Feminist Press, 1976.

An excellent story about a little girl whose mother is a mail
person or mail carrier. The story is both bilingual apli.

nonsexist.

Politi, Leo. Three Stalks of Corn. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1976.

This story is about Angelica, a Mexican American girl,.and
her life with her grandmother. The book provides information
about some aspects of Mexican AMerican culture and customs.

Schloat, G. Warren. Maria & RamOn: A Girl and Boy of Puerto Rico.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966.

'Maria and RamOn are two.Puerto Rican young people who attend
the same school. The photographs' and text describe'their daily

lives as members Of two different 'families.

Simon, Norma. Cuando Me Enojo/I Was So Mad. Chicago: Albert 411,

Whitman and Co., 1974. '

Children express their feelings about situations which make
them mad. Illustrations show how others help and encourage
the children's growth.

Simon, Norma. What Do I Do? Chicago: Albert Whitman and Co.,

1969. A

Consuelo, a Tuerto Rican child who lives in a city housing
project, explains her everyday activities. One of the stores
pictured in her neighborhood is the stereotypic Chinese
laundrY.
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Singer, Julia. We All Came fiom Someplace: Children of Puerto

Rico. New York: Atheneum, 1976.

The photographs.and brief text describe.seven children at
work and play inrthe different terrains of Puerto Rico. Thit

book is written for intermediate readers.

Talbot, Charlene Joy. Children in Hiding. New York: Scholastic

Book Services, 1966..

Tomas and Fernanda, two young Hispanic children, fend for

themselves in the big city. This story contains stereotypic
'messages about Hispanics--the children have been stranded by
their father, who drifted from job to job, and now does not
come home. .Fernanda, the sister, does the cooking, cleaning,

and complaining, while Tom:is scrounges for food and finds

solutions to their problems. In the end, the.children are

"saved" by their benevolent former superintendents, the Malloys.

Weiner, Sandra. Small Hands, Big Hands. New York: Pantheon Books,

1970.

This book contains seven profiles of Chicano milgrant workeis

and their families. -Me three profiles of Chicanes provide
insight into their lives and problems. The plack-and-white

photographs are eXcellent. Although recommended for students

in primary grades; many intermediate students may also find

this book interesting and informative.

E. MULTIRACIAL

Anders, Rebecca. A Look at Prejudice and Understanding. Minneapolis,

Minn.: Lerner Publications Co.., 1976.

Written for elementary readers, this book explains what prejudice
is and how it affects/people who are 'victims and holders of pre-

judice. The photogrdphs ire multiracial.

tehrensi June. Together. Chicago: Children's Press, 1975.

Multiracial photographs depict girls and boys interacting

'

with relatives and each pther.

LBowman,.Kathleen. New Women in 'Art and Dance. Mankato, Minn.:

("
Creative Educational Society, Inc., 1976.

This book contains short biographies of seven Women, including
Judith Jamison of the Alvin Ailey Dance Troupe.
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Bowman, Kathleen. New Women in Entertainment. Mankato, Minn.:

, Creative Educational Society: Inc., 1976.

Seven women describe their development as entertainers: Lily

Tomlin, Buffy Sainte-Marie, Judy Collins, Cicely Tyson, Valerie
Harper, Diana Ross, and Melvina Reynolds. The text is written
for intermediate and junior high readers.

Bowman, Kathleen. New Women in Media. Mankato, Minn.: Creative
Educational Society, Inc., 1976.

Seven women describe their jobs in the media, from photographer
to television news anchorperson. Loxetta Long of Sesame Street
is one of the women included.

Bowman, Kathleen. New Women in Medicine. Mankato,. Minn.: 'Creative

Educational Society, Int., 1976.

This book contains seven short biographies -of women who are
employed in medicine. Anna Ellington, a Black doctor, is one
of the women featured.

Bowmen, Kathleen. New Women in Politics. Mankato, Minn.: Creative

Educational Society, Inc., 1976.

Seven woien describe their political careers in this book.
Dolores Huerta, Patsy Mink, Barbara Jordan, and Yvonne Burke
are among them.

Bunin, Catherine, and Bunin',.Sherry. Is That Your Sister? New York:
Pantheon Books, 1976.

_Catherine Bunin describes her adoption and introduces her bira,O.A1
family: Several issues conceining adoption are discussed and help
increase awareness 'of this experience.

Berchardt, Nellie. Project Cat. New York: Scholastic Book Services,
1966.

Betsy, a young Black girl living in a city housing prolect, finds
a cat and wants to keep it despite the ban on petp. The illus-
trations portray a multiracial group of friends.

Chapman, Kim Westsmith- The-Magic Hat. Chapel Hill, N.C.: Lollipop.

Power, 1976. .

Polly stumbles upon a magic.hat which solves the problem of a
place-where girls and boys were separated.

,t7
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.Corren, Jody, and Merrick, Joann. People and Places. Huntington

_Beach, Calif.: Creative Teaching Press, 1978.

This is a volume of,multicultural activities for the primary
classroom. The activities were developed to teach concepts
such as "People are alike and different," "People need
shelter," and "People communicate." The ideas should be
in conjunction with resources on feelings between differe t
people and more information on the cultural groups.

'de Poix,,Carol. Jo, Flo and Yolanda. Chapel Hill, N.Spi_L Lollipop

Power, 1973: :

This is a story of three sisters who appear to be very much
alike, but who are also very different from each other. The

book is good for discussing sex-role stereotyping and attempts
to be multiracial, but the illustrations, overall, do not
make clear distinctions.

r
Desbarats, Peter, Gabrielle and Selena. New York: Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich; 1968.

Mhis'is a story about two girls, Gabrielle, who is white, and
Selena, who is Black. The girls decide that life would be
more interesting if thex,changed places for the night. The

st'ory discusses the physical .ind family life differences
between Gabrielle and Selena and stresses the importance of
friendship,

English, Betty. Women at Their Work. New York: The Dial Press,

1977.

Twenty-one women describe their work in short accounts. The

text also presents photographs. which depict these women at

work. The volume includes Pilipino, Hispanic, Black, and
4 , Sewish women.

Fulton, Mary J. My Friend. New York: Golden Press, 1974.

This is a short stOry about two friends, a white boy an4,..a

Black girl. Both children are shown in positive and equal
roles.

Hart, Carole; Pogrebin, Letty Cottin; Rodgers, Mary; and Thomas,
Marlo. Free-To Be . . .-You and Me. -New York: McGraw-Hill,

1974.

This volume includes stories, poems, songs, and pictures por-
traying positive sex roles for boys and girls. Although a few

, entries have Black characters, the contents are not mipaticultural.
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Ingraham, Claire, and Ingraham, Leonard. An Album of Women in
American.History. New York: Franklin Watts, 1972.

The roles and history of women in America are presented in
this volume in a "westward movement" chronology. The dis-
cussion of contemporary,women.includes some minority women.

Klein, Norma. A Train Tor Jane. Old Westbury, N.Y.: The Feminist
Press, 1974.

Jane wants a train for Christmas and all her relatives try
to dissuade her, suggesting "girls' things," such as dolls,
costumes, and cooking items.

Lasker, Joe. Mothers Can Do Anything. Chicago: Albert Whitman
and Co., 1976.

Mothers are shown in a variety of occupations and activities
through the multiracial illustrations in this book. One pic
ture depicts a cowboy-and-Indian scene and stereotypes the
Indian.

Mangi, Jean. ABC Workbook. Old Westbury, N.Y.: The Feminist Press,

1975.

'The alphabet.is presented through short rhymes and illustrations
showing girls in a variety of roles and activities.

Medsger, Betty. Women at Work. New York: Sheed and Ward, 1965.

This photographic documentary contains pictures and descriptions
of numerous women employed in a diversity of occupations. It

can be used at all levels of education.

Merriam, Eve. Boys and Girls, Girls and Boys. New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1972.

This book describes the activities and interests of four pairs
of children. Each pair consists of one boy and one girl. All

of the childTh.b are shown doing and thinking about things .

without regard to race or sex. Illustrations are excellent,
showing white, Black, and Asian children.

Minard, Rosemary. Womenfolk and Fairy Tales. Boston:* 'Houghton

Mifflin, 1975.

This collection of folktales'characterizes women as active
and positive. Girls are portrifed in a variety of roles
and cultures._
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P'ellett, Elizabeth; Rosen, Deborah; and May, Marguerite P. A Woman

Is . . . . Concord; Calif.: Aardvark Media, 1974.

Excellent multiethnic and nonsexist contents show women in

a variety of roles.

Pellett, Elizabeth; Rosen, Deborah; and May, Marguerite P. .Yahbuts

. Are . . . . Concord, Calif.1 Aardvark,Media, 1974.

Yahbuts are what children say when they don't want to do some-

thing. The book contains multiracial and nonsexist illustrations.

Petersbn, Jeanne Whitehouse. I Have a Stister. My Sister is Deaf.

New York: Harper & Row, 1977.

A young girl describes her younger s ster's silent world. The

illustrations depict the characters as Third World people, but
the text does not mention ethnicity. .

Pratt, Ellen. Amy and the Cloud Basket. Chapel Hill, N.C.: Lollipop

Power, 1975.

/)
This is a-fantasy stiCy of:Amy, who wanted-to stuff clouds into

a basket, just as themen did. The many illustrations are
%

multiracial.

Ross, Pat (ed.).. Young,and Female. New York: Vintage, Sundial

Books, 1972.

Personal accounts of eight American wothen are presented, de-
J,11

scribing their Victory over sex-role stereotyping. Two of

the entries are about Shirley Chisholm and Althea Gibson.

Seattle Public School,District No. l. Rainbow Activlties. South .

El Monte,*Calif.: Creative Teaching Press, 1977.

This publication contains suggestions for fifty multicultural/

human relations experiences. They are categorized under the

, topics of cultural pluralism, self-image, values, and feelings.

Shepard, Mary, and Shepard, Ray. Vegetable Soup Activities. New York:

Citation Press, 1975.

Multiethnic crafts, games, recipes, suggested activities on
language and racial differences, and a list of rAommended
children's books form the contents of this book. ,

Simon, Norma. All Kinds of Families. Chicago: Albert Whitman and

Co., 1976.

The diversity of the family unit is shown in this boOk with\

multiraciali.11ustrations. Families include single parent,

adoptive, alld extended relationships.

34
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Simon, Norma. Why Am I Different? Chicago: Albert Whitman and
Co., 1976.

This book portrays verycAy situations in which children see
'themselves as "different" in family life, preferences, and
aptitudes--and yet feel that being different is all tight.,

Tompert, Ann. The Clever Princess. Chapel Hill, N.C.: Lollipop
Power, 1977.

Princess Lorna feels qualified to succeed her father's rule,
but his chief counselors feelcshe is unqualifted because s e
is a "girl," and put her through a battery of tests.

Valiant, Sharon. Crossing Cultures--Third World Women. New runs-
wick, N.J.: Training Institute for Sex Desegregation oA the
Public Schools, 1977.

Resources, activities, and ideas for the classroom teacher re

provided in this book on Third World women. The contents in-
clude women in the United States as well as in the countries
of their ancestors.

Valiant, Sharon. People* Working . . . *Especially Women-. . . .

New Brunswick, N.J.: Training Institute for Sex Desegregation
of the Public Schools, 1976.

This book suggests activities and resources for the classroom
teacher in learning and teaching about women. Although the
ideas are diverse, minority women are not significantly repre-
sented in the entries.

Women at Work. Berkeley, Calif.: Berkeley Unified School District,

Women's Siudies Program, March 1976. .

This is a multicultural packet of pictures of women at work
and includes lesson plan ideas for intermediate grades.

Yee, Sylvia, and Kokin, Lisa (eds.). Got Me a Story .to Tell. San

Francisco: St. John's Educational ThresholeCenter, 1977.

Thls book is a collection of six short biographies of minority
children, two of which are about minority girls, *one Black and
one Asian American. Although recommended for primary students,
intermediate students may also find this book interesting.
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II. SECONDARY RESOURCES

A.' AMERICAN INDIAN

Brill, Charles. Indian and Free. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, .1971.

This book provides an examination Of contemporary Chippewa
life on the Red Lake Reservation in northern Minnesota. Black-
and-white photographs aceo4any the text.

Christensen, Rosemary Ackley. "Indian Women:, An Historical and
Personal Perspective. Pupil Personnel-Services rnal,

Minnesota Department of Education, Vol. 4, No. 1975,

pp,. 12-22.

Christensen notes that the literature on Indian women has been
written irom three ethnocentric perspectives: those of the
trader, missionary, and anthropologist. Specifically, such

) accounts derive from a white, sexist point of view and so de-
pict Indian women as subjects of sexist cultures. According
to the author, Indian women have not been, and are not now,
restricted by structured role delineation in their own societies.
The article concludes with a call for the development of authentic
material on Indian women.

Ciary, Margaret.- Susette La Flesche: Voice of the Omaha Indians.
New York: Hawthorn Books, 1973.

This biography is about Susette La Flesche, who became an
advocate for the return of Indian lands and the right of
Indians to equal treatment under the law.

Cutler, C. (ed.). American Indians Today. Middletown, Conn.:
Xerox Education Publications, 1970.

This-book contains some selections on Indian women, such as
an early Seminole girl and Buffy Sainte-Marie.

Gehm, Katherine. Sarah Winnemucca. Phoenix: O'Sullivan, Woodside
and Co.,.1975.

The story of Sarah Winnemucca (1843-1891YrWho was a national
figure of great importance,to the Indian peopleziuring the 1880's,
is told in this book. She was responsible for the passage of
the Dawes Act of 1887, which assisted Indians in becoming U.S.
citizens, and was the first Indian qman to have a book published.

Gridley, Marion. American Indian Women.
1974.

w York: Hawthorn Books,

)1

Biographies of eighteen Indian women, ranging from Sacagawea and
Pocahontas to Maria and Marjorie Tallchief, are found in this book.
A brief bibliography of books on and about Indian women is also
included.
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Hoylan, Regina. "Indian Women and the Movement." H.U.D. Challenge,

September 1975, pp. 1-2. .

This is an Indian woman's,perspective,on the feminist movement;
she obserVes that the moveMent is white, middle-class, and has

an outlook different from that of Indian women. Hoylap asserts

that Indian women are more concerned with racism than sexism;
Indian women acknowledge the traditional decision-making role

of males; and Indian women meet conflicting expectations frory

tribal and American societies.

.)

Katz, Jane B. (ed.). .I Am the Fire of Time: The Voices of Native

American WOrnen. New York: E. P. Dutton, 1977.

This anthology documents the contrast between the old world
of the Native American woman and the new. Part I includes

songs, prayers, and oral history. Indian women describe

rituals, roles, and varied lifestyles in tribal society. Part

II features contemporary poetry and prose, as well as interviews

with Indian women from all walks of life. They share their con-

cerns for today and hopes for tomorrow.

"Killing Our Future." Akwesasne Notes, Spring 1976, pp. 3-4.

This article deals with the issues of involuntary sterilization

of Indian women and removal of Irittian children,to non-Indian

settings. A discussion of medical experimentation on Indian

children is also included.

Lurie, Nancy Oestreich. "Indian Women: A Legacy of Freedom," in

R. I. Acopi (ed.), Look to the Mountain Top. San Jose, Calif.:

Gousha Publications, 1972, pp. 29-36.

Anthropologist Lurie attempts to shed some light on the history

of Indian women. She believes whites often unjustly projected
thc inferior position of women in white society onto Indian

women. Diicussing contemporary Indian life, Lurie suggests

Indian women may suffer less "acculturation stress" than men and

are oaten able to find work within the community while men are

not. She.concludes with several descriptions of prominent,

modern Indian women.

Niethammer, Carolyn. Daughters of the Earth. New York: Collier

Books, 1977.

This is one of the first books to document the experiences of

American Indian women. It contains factual information on the

traditional lives of Indian women from birth through death.

Peterson, Susan. Maria Martinez: Five Generations of Potters.

Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Instieution Press, 1978.

This boo1 contains photographs of and information on the pottery

made by ria MontOya Martinez and members of her family.
-

I
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Simpson, Richard. Ooti, A Maidu Legacy. Millbrae, Calif.: Celestial

Arts, 1977.

The distinctive heritage of the Maidu Indian, as it was known
and lived by Lizzie Enos, is described here. It is told through
the language of mythology and in Lizzie's own words. Black-and-

white photographs accompany the text.

Terrell, John Upton, and Terrell, Donna M. Indian Women of the

Western Morning,. Garden City, N.J.: .Anchor, 19763

The thesis of this book is that in most Indian tribes women
"were not only highly regarded and protected but occupied
positions of authority in both civil and ecclesiastical

affairs." Thus, the authors try to dispel the myth of the
"poor squaw." In doing this, they depict important aspects
of the traditional lives of Indian women by drawing from
ethnographic reports and accounts of white settlers and

travelers% Note: Some readers may find the authors' language
'condescending or overly romanticized.

Witt, Shirley Hill. "Native Women Today: Sexism and the Indian

Woman," in Sue Cox (ed.), Female Psychology: The Emerging Self.

Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1976, pp. 249-259.

The author criticizes the stereotypic portrayal otIndian women

in the media and deplores the oppression of these Women in all
'faCets of their lives. Witt hopes that all women of color will

) recognize the commonality of their needs and suggests that if
some commonalities,between minority and majority women can be
identified, a national movement for equality can be developed.

B. ASIAN AMERICAN

"Asian American Women--Part 1." Bridge, Vol. 6, No. 4, Winter 1978/1979,

pp. 16-531

This special section in Bridge contains an overview of Asian
American women, an Asian American woman's perspective on
feminism, historical articles about prostitution in San Francisco's
Chinatbwn and a Korean picture,bride in Hawaii, and a bibliography
on Asian American women.

"Asian American Women--Part 2." Bridge, Vol. 7, No. 1, Spring 1979,

pp. 9-49.

A large part of this section consists of poetry by a number of

Asian American women. Contemporary perspectives on being an
Asian woman and a history of Pilipino women in Hawaii are also
found in this issue.
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Asian Women. Los Angeles: University of California Press., 1975.

This journal is a collection of articles and poems by Asian
women. Articles on the Asian woman's history, self-concept,
and oppression, as *ell as contemporary issues, are included.

.1,

4

Asian Writers Project. Sojourner I. Berkeley, Calif.: Berkeley
Unified School District, Berkeley High Asian Student Union, 1974.

This volume,cnntains stories, poems, drawings, an4 phOtos by
Asian American students and parents. Chapters include:
"Sojourners," "Asian Women," "Being Asian," "Family," "Our
Struggle," and "We

Chou, Cynthia L. My Life in the United States. North Quincy, Mass.:

Christopher Publishing House, 1970.

Chou writes of her experiences in America and contrasts the
values, lifestyles, and behavior of Americans wi,th those of
the Chinese and British.. Many of her observations are pro-American
and often self-deprecating.

Chinn,'Frank; Chan, Jeffrey Paul; Shade, Lawson Fusao; and Wong,, Shawn.

Aiiieeeee! An Anthology of Asian-American Wtiters. Garden City,

N.J.: Doubleday, 1974.

This anthology includes Che writings of fourteen accomplished
Americans of Japanese, Chinese, and Pilipino descent. Female

writers featured are Diana Chang, Momoko Iko, Hisaye Yamamoto,
and,Wakako Yamauchi.

A

Gunn, Rex. They Called Her Tokyo Rose. San Francisco: Rex B. Gunn,

1977.

Rex Gunn was a journalist stationed in the South Pacific who
has written an excellent book on the facts surrounding Iva
Toguri.

Houston, Jeanne Wakatsuki, and Houston, James D. Farewell to Manzanar.

New York:, Bantam Books, 1973.

This personal account f Jeanne's internment in Manzanar describes
the experiences and the effects of the relocation of her family.

Hsu, Kai-Yu, and Palubinskas, Helen. Asian American Authors. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1972.

An antliology of AsiaA American literature which includes writings
by Jade Snow Wong, Virginia Lee, Diana Chang, and Hisaye Yamamoto.
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14elissa Macagba. The fhilippines: Roots of My Heritage.
San JoSe, Calif.: Filipino Development Associates, Inc., 1977.

j

Nelissa, a young FiliPino American giri, learns of her heritage
tWrough a trip to the Philippines. She describes several tradi-
tions and values of the Filipino culture.

Iva Toguri: Victim of a Legend. San Francisco: Japanese American
.C4izens League, 1976.

This booklet describes.how Iva Toguri was stranded in Japan,
how the legend of Tokyo Rose was created about her, and how
she became tyrannized by'that legend. A case study in racism
and sexism is presented.

Kingston, Maxine Hon. The Woman Warrior. York: Vintage, 1976.

A Chinese American woman de.cr.es er childhood in California
and how she learned about h r heritage and questioned her role
in life. Many traditional Ihinese values an& customs are
described.

Leong, Michael (ed.). Emergence. San Mateo, Calif.f. San Mateo,Union
High School District, Asian-American Student Association, 1974.

This is a 'collection of articles by Asian American high school
students. Many of the essays discuss self-contept and ethnic
pride. Some entries concern Asian American women.

Momoko. Never Forever: The Story of Momoko. Philadelphia:
Dorrance and Co., 1974.

When she was sixteen, Momoko left America with her family
for Japan. Her experiences in Japan during World War II are

,described in detail.

Okubo, Mine. Citizen 13660. New York: Arno Press, 1979.

This book is a.reissue bf a dramatic portrayal of life
inside an internment camp a4ring World Wag I. The illustra-
tions were done by the author, a noted artist.

Pascua, Reynaldo Jr. Rural Asian Americans. Olympia: Washington
Commission on Asian American Affairs, 1976.

This book delineates in.very straightforward, nontechnical
language the status of Asian Americans in Yakima Valley,
Washi.ngton. Some of the information is specific to Asian
American women.

<1 0
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Saiki, Patsy Sumie.'s Sachie, A Daleghter of Hawaii. _Honolulu:

Kisaku, Inc., 1977.

Sachie, a young Japanese American girl.growing up in Hawaii,
./ gradually learns of her heritage and of her parents' experiences

in immigrating to America.

$Saloy, Mona Lisa, and Matsuda, Lawrence (eds.). An Ethnic Anthology.
Olympia, Wash.: "Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1975.

This anthology contains short stories and poems written by
children. Some of the entries concern ethnic experiences and
include stories by young Asian American girls.

Sunoo, Sonia S. "Korean Women Pioneers of the Pacific Northwest."
Oregon Historical Quarterly, Vol. 79, No.- 1, Spring 1978,1f

pp. 51-64.

,
This article describes the hardships and contributions of
siX Korean women in the Pacific Northwest.

Te'lemaque, Eleanor Wong. It's Crazy to Stay Chinese in Minnesota.

Nashville: Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1978..

,Chine Wing, a young,Chinese American girl growing up in a small
Minnesota tOwn, wants to be more ',41merican" and go to the

,,university. As the only daughter, Ching *helps her family with

- their restaurant and dreads having to spend her life there.

Visual Communications. In Movement: A Pictorial History of Asian

America. Los Angeles: Asian American Studies Central, 1977.
. ,

Documenls and photographs.of the experiences of Asian Americans

. ..., are presented in this book. A short introduction on immigra--.....

l-_-.
tion, work, and community is included for each chapter.

,
Wand, David Hsin-Fu. Asian-American Heritage. New York: Simon and

Schuster,.1974.

This is an antholoiy of prose and poetry including selections
from Hisaye Yamamoto, Diana Chang, Suzi Mee, and Janice

Mirikitani.

Wong, Jade Snow. Fifth Chinese Daughter. New York: Harper & Row,

1950.

This is an autobiography of a young Chinese American woman.
Chapters of special interest to women are: "Learning to be a

Chinese Housewife," "A Person as Well as a Female," "Girl Meets
Boy," and "Marriage Old and New Styl.e."
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Wong, Jade Snow. No Chinese Stranger. New York: Harper & Row, 1975.

This book describes the author's life since the publication of
Fifth Chinese Daughter (see preceding entry). Topics included
are Wong'sjoles as a ceramist, wife, mother, And viSitor to
China.

Yep, Laurence. Child of the Owl. New York: Harper & Row, 1977.,

Casey, a twelve-year-old Chinese.American girl, is sent to live
with her grandmother in Chinqewt. The story counters traditional
images of race, sex, family, and age.

, C. BLACK

Albertson, Chris. Bessie. New-York: Stein and Day, 1972.

This Olography of the famous blues vocalist, Bessie Smith, begins
with her musical development as a young adult and ends with her
tragic,death in 1937. Her singing'and acting career is described
and acdompanied by photographs.,.

Amini, Johari. Let's Go Some Where. Chicago: Third World Press,.197Q.

-
This is a collection of poeps written by the author, a Black female
poet. One of the poems, "Letter to a Black Woman's Daughter,"
deals with being a Black woman in America.

Anderson, Mignon Holland. Mostly Womenfolk and a Man or Twb: A

Collection. Chicago: Third World Press, 1976.-_

A collection of short stories and memories following the cycle
of birth, childhood, struggle, and death is presented in this book.

Angelou, Maya. Gather Together in My Name. New York: Bantam Books,

1967.

Angelou, Maya. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. New York: Bantam

Books, 1969.

Angelon, Maya. Singin' and Swingin' and Getting Ivory like Christmas.
New York: Bantam Books, 1976.

This autobiographical trilogy by the heralded actress nd danctr
chronicles her struggles and triumphs. The first bi centers
on Maya's childhood in a rural Aikansas town and ther experiences
with prejudice and discrimination. 10

The second book focuses on Ms. Angelou's development as a dancer
and her experiences in different occupations. -

Her travels with the "Porgy and Bess" troupe are described in the
final book.



Angelou, Maya. Just Give Me a Cool Drink of Water 'Fore I Dille:

New York: Bantam Zooks, 19730

These poems describe the many feelings and experiences of a

Black woman.

Angelou, Maya. Oh Pray My Wingi Are Gonna Fit Me Well. New York:

Bantam Books, 1977.

,This collection,of poetry also describes Angelou's emotions,
experiences, and perspectives as a Black woman-in America.

Aptheker, Bettina. The Mornini Breaks: The Trial of Angela Davis.

New York: International Publishers, 1975.

The trial of Angela Davis and the circum-stances surrounding
the persecution.of this former political piisoner are detailed

in this book.

Bambara, Toni Cade. The Sea Birds Are Still Alive. New.York:

Random House, 1974.

This collection of ten stories describes the experienCes-of a

variety of people, including a novice-community worker, an
organizer's wife, and passengers on an Asian refugee ship.

Billington, Ray Allen. The'Journal of Charlotte L. Forten. New

York: Collier Books, 1961.

This record of a sensitive and idealistic young Black girl's
reactions to the white world of the Civil War era describes
her experiences as a teacher in Massachusetts and as an abo-

litionist in South Carolina.

' Brooks, Gwendolyn (ed.). A Brpadside Treasury 1965-1970. Detroit:

Broadside Pres , 1973.

This anthology of poems contains works of LeRoi Jones, Gwen,-
dolyn Brooks, Nikki Giovanni, and other contemporary Black
writers. Many contributions are by Black women.

Brooks, Gwendolyn. Riot. Detroit: Broadside Press, 1969.

Riot is a poem by Brooks in ree parts. It arose out of the 1

disturbances in Chicago after the assassination of Martin Luther
King, Jr. in 1968.

Brooks, Gwendolyn. Selected Poems. New York: Harper & Row, 1963.

This anthology of Brooks' poems includes excerpts from ber_tooks,
A Street in Bronzeville, Annie Allen, and The Sean Eaters. 'MeV
poems are, also included.
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Brown, William Wells. Clotel, or the President's Daughter (1853).
7cYork: Collier Books, 1970:

New

Clotel (1853) is considered to be.the first novel written by a
Black American. The character Clotel was the daughter of Thomas
Jefferson and his housekeeper-mistress, a slave. The story de-
scribes the slave trade throughout theSouth--the slave pens,
auction blocks, seductions, suicides, etc. The yellow-fever
epidemic and Nat Turner's insurrection are both described.

Cade, Toni. The Black Woman: An Anthology. New York: The New
American Libliary. 1970.

This is one of the.first collections of writing by and about
Black women. The stories, poems, and essays discuss topics
such as politics, racism in education, the Black man, child-
raising in the ghetto, and the Black woman's share in Black
power.

Chilton, John. Billie's Blues: The Billie Holiday Story, 1933-1959.
'New York: Stein and Day, 1975.

This biography of the well-known blues sinOrr, Billie Holiday,
describes her development as an artist, her bOuts with drug
addiction, and her experiences as a popular, yet lonely, singer.

Clifford, Carrie-Williams. The Widening Light. New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., 1971.

This is a collection of poems by the author,,a member of the
Niagara Movement, from Fhich the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) emerged, and a spokesperson
for women's righes.

Dama1i (Denise Burnett). Am That We May Be. Chicago: Third World
Press, 1974.

Thirteen poems by the apthor, a Black'woman, are included here.
Some entries deal 'with the experiences of being a Black woman.

Evans, Mari. I Am a Black Woman. New York: William Morrow and Co.,
1964.

The poems in this collection refaect Evans' perceptions and
self-awareness as a Black woman in America.

Gaines, Ernest J. The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman. New York:
Bantam Books, 1976.

This story describes Jane Pittman's life, from slavery to freedom.
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Giovanni*, Nikki. Gemini. New York: 'Penguin Books, 1971.

This is an autobiographical account of Giovanni's development
and experiences as i young Black poet. Some topics she focuses

on are death, literature, political prisoners, and-family

relationships.

Giovanni, Nikki. RE: Creation.- Detroit: Broadside Press, 1976.

The poems in this collection focus on a variety of themes.
Soule reflect Ms. Giovanni's thoughts about Gwendolyn Brooks,
Aretha Franklin, and Nina Simone.

Guffy, Ossie. Ossie: The Autobiography of a Black Woman. New York:

, Bantam Books, 1971.

Ossie Guffy is a Black woman in Watts, California. This story

is about her life on welfare with her family of nine children
and presents her views oh being Black in America.

Guy, Rosa. The Friends. New York: Bautam, Pathfinderagtions,
1974.

Phyllisia Cathy, a fourteen-year-old immigrant from the West

Indies, is taunted by her classmates and eventually befriends

Edith Jackson, who seems to be her opposite.

Hansberry, Lorraine. A Raisin in the Sun. New York: Signet Books,

1958. ,

This play won the New York Drama Critics' Circle Award for

the 1958-59 season. The story centers around the hopes and
frustrations of a Black family on Chicago's Southside.

Hansberry, Lorraine. To Be Young, Gifted and Black. New York:

Signet Books, 1970.

Lorraine Hansberry was the youngest American playright and
the only Black writer ever to win the New York Drama Critics'
Circle Award for "The Best Play of the Year." She received

it in 1959 for her play, A Raisin in the Sun. This biography

traces her literarytareer and incorporates samples of her
diverse works in the text. Black-and-white photographs and

illustrations are included.

Harris, Middleton, et al. The Black Book. New York: Random

House, 1974.

This is a Compilation ol articles, historical documents,
photographs, and poetry describing the historical experiences
and contributions of Blacks in America. Some of the entries

present the role of the Black woman.
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- Haskins, James. Figheing Shirley Chisholm. New York: The Dial
Press, 1975.

This biographical sketch of Ma. Chisholm traces her political
career from her young adulthood to her ilosition in the U.S.
House of Representatives. Black-and-white photographs
depicting Ms. Chisholm's career accompany the'text.

Heidish, Marcy. A Woman Called Moses. New York: Bantam Books,
1977.

This is a fictional account of Harriet Tubman's life. The

author rearranges the details of certain historical events
to give one an overall sense of Ms. Tubman's life. The dialogue
is supposed to be historically accurate for the period.

Holiday, Billie. Lady Sings the Blues. New York: Avon Books,
1956.

The:story of Billie Holiday's rise to become one of the most
famous jazz vocalists of all time is described in this
biography. Her youthful musical start, her bouts with drug
addiction, and her experiences with prejudice and popularity
are detailed in the text.

Horwitz, Julius. The Diary of A. N. New York: Dell, 1970:

Based on his experiences as a caseworker and documented by
interviews and case histories, Horwitz created this diary
of a fifteen-year-old Black girl's life in a large city.

Hunter, Kristin. The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. New York:

Avon Books, 1968.

Louretta Hawkins, a young Black girl, becomes a singer with
"The Soul Brothers ali Sister Lou," a blues group. The

story describes her life with her family and her development
as a member of the singing group. The tp4p includes
examples of discrimination faced by some Of the characters.

Jackson, Jesse. Make a Joyful Noise unto the Lord! The Life of
Mahalia Jackion, Queen of Gospel Singers. New York: Dell, f

1974.

This biography describes Mahalia Jackson's rise from a five-
year-old choir member to a well7known gospel singer and
spokeswoman for civIl rights.
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4(Jones, H ttie. Big Star Fallin' Mama: Five Women in Black Music.

New York: Dell, 1974.

Short biographies of Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Mahalia
Jackson, Billie Holiday, and Aretha Franklin are presented
in this book.

Jones, LeRoi. Blues People. New York: William Morrow and Co.,

1963.

This study focuses on che Black experience in white America
and examined the variety of music that developed: The origin

of blues and jazz is analyzed from this historical perspective.

Jordan, June. Some Changes. New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., 1967.

Some of these poems by the author reflect her thoughts on
being a Black woman in America.

Jordani June. Things that I Do in the Dark. New York: Random

House, 1977.

This is a collection of poetry covering a variety of topics,
such as marriage, Martin Luther King, Jr., flirting, birth,
love, and loneliness. The poetry vends to be rather complex,
although much of it would interest readers at the junior and
senior high levels.

1Lee, Harper. To Kill a Mockingbird. New York: Popular Library,

1960:

This is a Pulitzer Prize-winning novel of life and a miscar-
riage of justice in a southern town as seen through the eyes of

a young white girl. Vivid accounts of racial discrimination
and prejudice are presented.

Lerner, Gerda. Black Women in White America. New York: Vintage%,,

1973.

An o,utstanding and scholarly collection of primary_sOurce
material on the history of Black women in America is organized
into sections on major themes: success, slavery, education,
making a living.

Lester, Julius. To Be a Slave. New York: Dell, 1968.

Narratives of men, women, and children who experienced slavery
are included. These excerpts reveal the hardships and feelings

of slaves in America.
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Moore, Carman. Somebody's Angel Child: The Story of Bessie Smith.
Dell, 1969.

The childhood and career of the early blues, singer, BeSsie
Smith, are desdribed in this biography. The text is written
for junior and senior high readers.

Morrison, Toni. The Bluest Eye. New Yor.k.: Pocket Books,' 1976:

Pecola, a young Black girl, wishes for blue eyes and white
beauty so that her troubles would go away; This story shmis
how the white standards of beauty in America can affect the
self-esteem of minority children.

Morrison, Toni. Song of Solomon. New York: NeW American Library,
1977.

Ms. Morrison's third novel is a complex, intriguing story of
how one Tan attempts to interpret his family's struggle to
become and stay respectable. Readers are given a view of a
Black community that underscores its ability to manage its own
affairs and yet be fully aware of the-larger white society.
The cast of women characters is among the most 5riginal ever
crafted by a contemporary writer. Secondary students and adults
will find this a challenging and profoundly worthwhile intro-
duction to Black literature.

Morrison, Toni. Sula. New York: Bantam Books, 1973.

This is the tale of a singular woman whose life takes place in
an Ohio town from the early 1900's through the early 1960's.
At the hapds of,.the author, .the bleakness of small-town Black
life is (ransformed into an allegory of awesome proportions.
The friendship of Sula and her best friend, Nel, is a fascinating
story df choices and courage.

Nicholas, A. X. Up This Mornin':, Poetry of the Blues. New York:
Bantam Books, 1973.

The poetry of several blues songs of Black singers is presented-.
Included are the works of Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith.

Norton, Eleanor Holmes. "For Sadie andlMaude," in Robin Morgan (ed.),
Sisterhood Is Powerful. -Newyork: Vintage, 1970, pp. 397-404.

AlthOugh Black women have a Aifferent perspective on the women's
movement.than do white women,'Norton insists Black women must
embrace both Black and women's liberation.

Sanchez, Sonia. It's a New Day:. Poems for,Brothas and Sistuhs.
Detroit: Broadside Press, 1971.

Thislks a collection oflifteen poems written by a Black poet
7

for young readers. Many of the poems encourage Black self-
awareness and pride.'
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Shange, Ntozake. For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide
When the Rainbow is Enuf. New York: Macmillan Publishing
Co., 1977.

A book containing poetry and prose about being both Black and

a woman. The author is a Black woman who transformed this
literary piece into an award7winning Broadway play.

Sterring, Dorothy., Black Foremothers: Three Lives. Old Westbury,

N.Y.: The Feminist Press, 1979.

The life stories of three heroic'Blacli women 'are presented
with photographs and artwork. The story of Ellen Craft de-
sCribes the aboliElonist.career of the former Georgia slave.
The crusade against lynching of the noted Black journalist,
Ida B. Wells, precedes the story of Mary Terrell, a leader
in the civil rights and wor d peace movement.

Stewart-,Baxter, Derrick. Ma R 'ney and the Classic Blues Singers.
New York: Stein and Day, 1970.

-C
This book offers a critical discussion of Ma Rainey, Bessie
Smith, and other classic women singers of the twenties.
Their contributions to blues,and jazz are described and
accompanied by photographs.

Ulmann, Doris. The Darkness and the Light. Millerton, N.Y.:

Aperture, Inc., 474.

-

The black-and-white photographs in this volume reveal the
people of the Gullah region of South Carolina. These po'r-

traits of the Black members of the Lang Syne Plantation
illustrate their life and values.

Walker, Alice. In Love and in Trouble. *New York: Harcourt'Brace

Jovanovich, 1967. ,

The thirteen stories in this volume are about Bla4 women and
their experiences in the South.

Walker, Alice. Once. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1968.

This first volume of Alice Walker's poems reflects htr exper-
iences-in the South, East\Africa, and the world at large.
They are followed by poems dealing with the civil rights
conflict in the South.

Walker, Alice. Revolutionary Petunias and Other Poems. New York:

Harcourt Brace Jovnovich, 1971.

These poems are.about revolutionaries and lovers end the hopes

and compassions of a few people. The first section is largely

autobiographical. Ms. Walker's pcietry tends to be complex and

is suitable for senior high readers.

49
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Walker, Alice. The lb-i-r4 Life of Grange Copeland. New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovatiovich, Harvest, 1970.

Alice Walker's first novel is an often chilling tale of a
Georgia sharecropper who abandons his family to go north.
Upon his return years latei., he becomes the guardian of his
youngest granddaughter, thereby obtaining his third and final
chance tor social and spiritual liberation.

Washington, Mary Helen (ed. Black-Eyed Susans. Garden City, N.Y.:
Anchor Press, 1975.

ThiS col ection f classic stories by and about Black women
focuses n the many eXperiences of being a Black woman in
America.' Themes such as "Growing Up Black and Female,"
"The Black Woman and the Myth of the White Woman," and "The
Black Motker and Daughter," are presented through some of.the
stories.

Welch, Leona Nicholas. Black Gibraltar. San Francisco: Leswing
Press, 1971.

Ms. Welch's poetry explores, the themes of Black pride, the,
search for 'Black identity, and the universal need for human
love and touching.

D. HISPANIC

Cotera, Martha P. The Chicana Feminist. Austin-, Tex,: Information
Systems Development, 1977.

This collection of essays, speeches, and other pieces on the
women s movement and Hispanic women contains interesting facts
concerning woMen in Mexico and their struggle for enfranchise-
ment.

Drake, Pamela. Mujeres de la Raza. Berkeley, Calif.: BABEL
Productidns, 1971.

SP

This unit contains aight biographical sketcheS on Chicanas
of the past and present. Illustrations and teaching sugges-
tions are included and the text is in English and Spanish.
This uniC can be used with intermediate and junior high
students.

Garcia, Odalmira L. Chicane Studies Curriculum Guide, Grades 9-12.
Austin, Tex.: National Educational LaboTatory, February 1978.

tesson plans with behavior objectives, bibliographies, and
specific activities are included in this guide. Topics covered
are history, education, literature; folklore, music, art,
and society in regard to Chicanas.
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Gruber, Ruth. Felisa RincOn de Gautier, The Mayor of San Juan.

New York: Dell, 1972.

This biography is of the first woman mayor of San Juan, Puerto'

Rico. This book also provides a history of the country.

King, Lourdes Miranda. "Puertorriqueilas in the United States."

Civil Rights Digest, Vol. 6, No. 3, Spring 1974, pp. 20-28.

This article provides an overview of the status of Puerto,
Rican women.in the United States as well as in Puerto Rico.

Topics covered are employment, stereot'ypes, imAlict of double

discrimination, and-the women's moyement.

"La Hispana:" Agenda, VOl. 7, No.. 6,-NRiamber/December 1977.

This edition contains articles on issues of oncern to Hispanic

women, such as culture, forced sterilizat n, the Equal Rights

Amendment, and male-female relationships-.

La Luz, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 1978.

This issue of La Luz is about Hispanic women and includes articles

on a variety of topics, such as Hispanic women and social change,

Spaniskjemininity, and Hisparias in the space program.

"The Latina Today." Nuestro, Vol. 3, No. 5, June/July 1979.

This special issue of Nuestro features articles on outstanding

Hispanic women, such as Antonia Pantoja, Graciela Olivarez,

and Ramana Baiiuelos; the Latina's struggle; stereotypes; and

male-female relationships. Also included are poems by several

4 Hispanic female poets.

Lindborg, Kristina, and Ovando, Carlos J. Five Mexican American Women

in Transition: A Case Study of Migrants in the Midwest.

San Francisco: R & E Research Associates, 3:977.

Lindborg and Ovando conducted an interview study of five
Mexican American women living in a small midwestern town,. From

these personal narratirs, the authors analyze,five majoriespects

of the women's lives: growing up; symbolic events; machismo--

the double standard; motherhood; and decision-making. They

also comment on women's roles and identity. The authors conclu

with some discussion of the educational implications of their

study for Mexican American students. A brief bibliography t

accompaqies the text.
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,Longauex,\Enriqueta Vasquez y. "the Mexican-American Woman," in
Robin Morgan (ed.), Sisterhood is Powerful. 'New York:

Vintage, 1970, pp. 426-432.

'A Mexicen American presents her perspectives on women's libera-
tion. She believes the Chicana may have to give priority to
the struggle againse racism. In this struggle, she must stand
with Mexican American men. However, the author points out that
Chicanes face the double oppression of racism and sexism and
so concludes with the hope that society will provide for full
equality for all.

Mohr, Nicholasa. Nilda New York: Bantem Books, 1973.

The daily life of a PUerto Rican teenage girl in Spanish
Harlem'in the 1940's is presented in this novel.

Nava, JUlian, and Hall, Michelle. Mexican American Profiles. Concord,

Calif.: Aardvark Media, 1974.

This book is about the lives of twenty-six present-day Mexican
American men and women. Romana Banuelos, Vikki Carr, Margaret
Cruz,'Yera Gurrola, and Dolores Huerta are the Chicanas who
are intluded.

ocNieto, Consuelo. "The Chicane and the Women's Rights Aovement."
Civil Rights Digest, Vol. 6, No. 3, Spring 1974, pp. 36-42.

The identity and role of Chicanas in the women's tights and
Chicano movements are examined in this article. The role of
the Catholic Church ih the Chicana's history is also presented
by Nieto.

Vidal, Mirta. Chicanes Speak Out. Women: New Voice of La Raza.

New York; -.Pethfinder Press, 1971.

A pamphlet which discusses feminism as it xelates to Chicanas
and contains workshop resol tions for the First National
Chicena COnference.

Wilson, Michael, and Rosenfelt, D orah Silverton. Salt of the Earth.
Old Westbury, N.Y.: The Feminist ress, 1978.

This is the Screenplay of the film by Tffe same name which was
made at the height of the McCarthy era (1953) by a group com-
prised of blacklisted filmmakers and members of a progressive
union. Wilson wrote the original screenplay and Rosenfelt wrote
the commentary in this current publication. The story itself
concerns an actual strike initiated by Chicano zinc miners in
New Mexico., It is narrated by a Chicana whose consciobsness
grows during the strike, as the w n teach the men that labor
struggle has no room for sexi on.
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E. MULTIRACIAL

Hart, Donna. "Enlarging the American Dream." American Education.

Vol. 13, No. 4, May 1977; pp. 10-16.

This article views the cultural heritage of Asian American,
Black, Hispanic, and American Indian women and suggests some
strategies for 'meeting their particular educational needs. It

offers the concept of cultural pluralism as the hope that non-
white ethnic'women have of getting others to understand, promot4
and respct differences in cultural patterns and learning styles

in America and of advancing themselves in the dominant culture.

Hoffman, Nancy, and Howe, Florence (eds.). Women Working: An

Anthaogy of Stories and Poems. Old Westbury, N.Y.: The Feminist

Press and McGraw-Hill, 1979.

4

Thirty-four stories and poems are found in this anthology, in-

cluding selections by minority women such as Nikki Giovanni,

Margaret Walker, Zora Neale Hurston, and Carmen Tafolla. Black-

and-white photographs as well as original artwork accompany the

text.

Merriam, Eve (ed.). Growing Up Female in America: Ten Lives.

New York: Dell, 1971.

The lives of Susie King Taylor, who was born a slave and became

a leading social worker, and Mountain Wolf Woman, a Winnebago

Indian, are included in this anthology.

Moore, Honor (ed.). The New Women's Theatre. New York: Viking, 1977.

These ten plays are by contemporary American women. Two of the

plays have mibority females as central characters.

YRace, Class and Culture." Quest: A Feminist Iuarterly, Vol. 2, No. 4,

Spring 1977.

This issue of Quest is devoted to minority women. Racism and

sexism are discussed, as well as class and culture.
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III. POSTSECONDARY AND TEACHER RESOURCES

A. AMERICAN INDIAN

American Indian Women. Washington, D.C..: U.S. Department of Labor,
Employment Standards Administration, Women's Bureau, June 1977.

Among the data included in this basic repoxt are figures on
population, labor force status, education, and income.

American Indian WomAil and Programs of the Federal Government:
Report of a SymPosium of Indian Women Leaders. Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration,
Women's Bureau, January 10-11, 1977.

This report is the result pf A conference, attended by fifteen
Indian women, "designed to open communication and to foster
dialogue between Federal representatives and Indian women."
Areas examined include: economic self-sufficiency; housing;
education; business opportunities; rural development; and
criminal justice. Recommendations for further involvement
in these areas by Indiap,women are developed.

Dodge, Rbbert K., ana lteullough, Joseph B. Voices from Wah' on-Tah.
New York: International Publishers Co., 1974.

Contemporary poetry of American Indians is found in this book.
of the poets featured are women.

Fairbanks, ee. "Our Children'are Our Wealth." Indigena, Summer 1977,
pp. 11 12. 4

oe
r-,The author, an Anishinabe woman, explains why involuntary

'sterilization is an important issue for Indian women,

Lurie, Nancy Oestreich (ed.). Mountain Wolf Woman, Sister of Crashing
Thunder: The Autobiography of a Winnebago Indian. University
of Michigan: -Ann Arbor Paperbacks, 1974.

The li d,story of"a Wifinebago Indian woman is told in her own
wo0s. She describes her childhood in Wisconsin, her stay at
a mission school, hey marriage, and her reiigi us experiences.

Maer4447 Alice. Maria: 'The Potter of San Ilde onso. Norman, Okla.:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1948.

Maria Montoya Martinez, a Pueblo' Indian who revived the ceramic
art of the Pueblo Indians during the 1940's, is featured in
this biography.
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Medicine, Beatrice. The Native American Woman: A Perspective. Austin,

Tex.: National ,Educational Labpratory, 1978.

This is a compact guide to.several issues and perspectives in-
volving Indian women, sponsored by a Department of Health and
Human,Zervices grant and meeting the approval,of the Indian

Parent Council. It presents the viewpoints of an Indian anthro-
pologist and,s0Mlist in Indian affairs on such topics as:
Native AmeriCans and anthropology; the history and ethnography
of the Native American wdman; and Native American women in

trapsition. The chapter on contemporary issues in pergPective
outlines the concerns of Indian women as,a grthip, and emphasizes
their-inexpendable contributions to their society. A bibliography

is also included.

Medicine,leatrice. "The Role of Women in Native,American,Societies:

A Bibliography." The Indian Historian, No. 3, Summer

1975, pp. 50-54.

This is a comprehensive bibliography of primary and secondary

source materials on Indian women. 1

MillJr, Dorothy L." "Native American W66%.n: Leadership Images."

qntegrateducation, Vol. 16, No. 1,.January/February 1978,4-

pp. 37739.

This article addresses the question of the leadership stru9ture

within the,Native American w6r1d.and how it relates toth-e

role of a Native American woman today. 'Ilhe author sett forth

an analysis of several cases of Euro-Indian politi,Cal relations

which were distorted due to racism and the white culture's

IgnoraRce Of Indian lealspith±piband'internal affairs. She offers

a forctful commentary on the Native Americad women thrust

into bicultural leadership roles, as well as insights into the

personal mdtivation of dian women activists.

Native American Women. New-YOrk: American Indian Treaty Council,

Information Center, 1975.:

This volume was compiled.,.after American Indiap women were

omitted from the agenda40,the Mexico City Conference on Women.

It is militant in tone and includes personal narraiives of

the Indian woman's experience, interspersed with articles on
the status 'of Indian women today. The text is accompanied by

many photos and illustrations.

.

.

Oyawayma, polingaysi (Elizabeth A. White), as told to Vada F.

Carlson. No Turning Back. Albuqu'erque: University of N

?
-..

Mexico Press,'1964.,,..."
%:z

yoliniaysi Qoyavyma is a Hopi woman whose struggle to live'

in the 4hdian and flon-Indian worlcLs documented in this book.

Her story introdu"Ces the reader to. e Hopi way of life through

information,on legends and ceremoni's.
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Wilson, Dorothy Clarke. Bright Eyes: The Story of Susette La Flesche.
a

New York: -McGraw-Hill, 1974.

Susette'La Flesche (1854-1902), an Omaha Indian, was educated
in the East. She then returned to the reservation and became_
an advocate for the righ'ts of 'her people, 'the Ponces'.

Witherspoon, Gary. Navajo Kinship and Marriage. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1975.

In this analysis of Navajo kinship and marriage, the author
offers a theoretical approach to kinship based on its cultural
dimensions. A primary distinction is made between culture
(patterns of, behavior) and the system of social relations
(observable gatterns of behavior).

Wittstock, Laura Waterman. "Native American Women in the Feminist
Milieu.". Statement read at the Women in Law Conference at
Stanford University,.March 1975.

Wittstock consistently Maintains the positicin that Indian
women must be viewed within the context of their own tribal
values and customs. For this reason, she articulates caution
in expecting Indian women automatically to adopt white feminism('

Wood, Beth, and Barry, Tom. "The Story of Three Navajo Women."
Integrateducation, Vol. 16, No. 2, March/April,,1978, pp. 33-35.

This article highlights the lives of Emmie Yazzie, Claudeen
Bates Arthur, and Elva Benson, who represent three generations
of struggle against Anglo control of Indians. It illuminates
the determination-of these women to oppose the encroachment
of,tHe majority culture on Indian rights to a clean and health-
ful environment, legal reBresentation, and relevant education.

B. ASIAN AMEBICAN
;

Asian Americans and Public Education: A Statement of What Is.
Portland, Ore.: NationallAdvisorr`Council on Equality of
Educational Opportunity, 1973%),

This document outlines the research.yroblems of the issue and
attempts to address the needs of each subset of ethnic grdups .

'under the general.rubric oi "Asian American.' The data break-
down relevant to women focuses on: war.8tides/wives of U.S.
citizens; suicides/drug-related deaths; and juvenile delinquent
arrests. Other statistics "lump" women:into a single occupa-,
tionaf categbri whith ncludes: housewiveS, chil4ren,.and
persons with no.occupation.

r--
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CabezasAmado Y. Bibliography: The Employment Sta, tus of Asian-

.Pacific Women. San Francisco: Asian, Inc., 1976.
A

This.bibliography addresses the need for increased efforts
to assess the.employment status of Asian-Pacific women in

the United States. It is a concise review of the existing
literature on this subject that details the neglect of Bureau
of the Census studies, while examining, in brief, the relevant,,
reports Which do e'xist.

-

Cabezas, Amado Y.,- and Fong, Pauline L. Economic and Employment

Status of Asian-Pacific Women. San Francisco: Asian, Inc.,

1976.

Cabezas, Amado Y., and Fong, Pauline L. Employment Status of

Asian-Pacific Women. San Francisco: Asian, Inc., 1976.

Thege,two public'ations'address the fact.s.sa-rounding the
economic and employment status of Asian Pacific women.
'Through providing research and statistical data, the authors
validate the claim that Asian Pacific women occupy the lower
rungs of the economic ladder. Their approach is to analyze

a set of socioeconomic variables believed to be valid based

on a review of the state-of the art, personal experience.,

and intuition. Among the variables are: labor force partici-

pation rate; occupational status; .class of worker; family
income; personal income; labor market area; educational attain-
ment; and'race/ethnicity, sex, and age.

-Cabeias, Amado Y., and Yee, Harold T. Discriminatory Employment of

Asian Ametqcans: Private'Industry in the San Francisco-Oakland

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. San Francisco:" Asian,

Inc., k977.

This is adcomprehensive treltment of the subject and, represents
the first systematic attempt to analyze the patterns of discrim-
inatory employment experienced by Asian Americans. The focus

is on class patterns Which victimize large numbers of workers.
The results refute presumptions that this.community"is economic-
ally well-situated and is equitably represented in the economic

mainstream.

Chen, Serena, et al. "Exploration of Mental Health Needs in an Asian

American Community,." Oakland, Calif.: Asian Community"Mental

Health Services, 1975.

This study is an attempt to exatine academic and popular ideas
about the mental healtki status and needs of Asian Americans
through an'alysis of the cases at a community-based Asian

American agency. It also makep an attempt to assess the readi-

ness of the residents to use mental health resources, contras;ing

the utilization pattern pf.the traditional psychiatric clinic.'

with that of the commudity-based program. The ACMHSijocuses on

the immigrant population.
Yrs
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Colloquy of Asian 4i&ri.c Repo st from a Conference Sponsored

by,the Chil Development Ass(*iate Consortium. San Francisco:

FelaryT75.

This document pro-adds useful background material on the
history and culture of Asian Americans. It also identifies
important issues facing them, such as: self-identity when
one is a member of an "invisible" minority; socialization
in values not congruent with majority cultural values; media
stereotyping; lack of social services; and need for bilingual-
bicultural education. This is a good source book for
understanding the cultural context of Asian American women.

Connor, John W. A Study of the Marital Stability of Japanese War
. Brides., San Francisco: R & E Research Associates, 1976.

-
Between 1947 and 1961 more than 46,000 American men married

-Japanese women. This study examines the stability of a sample
of these interracial marriages. The researcher concludes
that these marriages are as stable as those of white American
couples of comparable socioeconomic status.

Fbng, Pauline. Economic Status of Asian Women. San Francisco:

. Asian, Inc., 1976.

This publication is the text of a paper presented by Ms. Fong
to the Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs. It

attempts to dispel the stereotypes about the economic success
of Asian Americans and the submissiveness of Asian American
women. Statistical data are presented to support the author's
claim that Asian American women are economically disadvantaged.
In addition, she challenges the Council to establish more
stringent guidelines regarding the prior knowledge and method-
ology of persons who attempt to conduct research on this
community.

Fong, Pauline, and Cabezas, Amado. '''Selected Statistics on the

Status of Asian American Women." Amerasia, Vol. 4, No. 1,

1977; pp. 133-140.

The 1970 stanstics included by the authors identify mean
family income, wage earners, and family workers; Asian American
female labor force participation rates; and correlations between
edutztion, age, and earnings, as well as the occupational dis-
tribution of Asian Aperican women workers in the San Franclsco-
Oakland Bay area.

Forgotten Minority: Asian Americans in NecOork City. Report of

the New York State Advisory Committee'to,,the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, November 1977. '

In 1974, the New York State Advisory Committee to the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights undertook a study of selected problems
related to the civil rights of Asian Americans in New York City.



Among the problems studied were immigration, employment, and

media stereotyping. Lack of available data on Asian Americans
was identified as a major problem. This report assists in
understanding the milieu in,which many Asian American women

live. The problems ancl concerns which are facing New York
City's Asian-Americans are representative of those confronting

all'Asian Americans.

Fujitomi, Irene, and Wong, Diane. "The New Asia-American Woman," in

Sue Cox (ed.), Female Psychology: The Emerging Self. Chicago:

Science Research Associates, 1976, pp. 236-248.

The authors analyze the experiences of,Asian females in America
and provide a historical and contemporary framework for undgs-
standing Asian American women. /Ns/

Gee, Emma (gen. ed.). Counterpoint: Perspective on Asian America.

Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1976.

This sequel to Roots: An Asian-American Reader by Tachiki and
colleagues (see entry below) contains articles on women by Emma
Gee, May Ying Chen, Judy Chu, and Sandy Maeshiro; and literature
by Hisaye Yamamoto, Janice Mirikitani, Momoko Iko, Emily Cacha-

pero, and Laura Tokunaga.

Ichioka, Yuji. "Ameyuki-san: Japanese Prostitutes in 19th Century

America." Amerasia, Vol. 4, No. 1, 1977, pp. 1-21.

In 4900, there we/1,e only about 1,000 Japanese women in the
United States, and most were probably prostitutes. Drawing

from primary source material from that period, the author
paints a picture of the bleak lives of these women, the first
significant group of Japanese women to come vo the United States.

Kagiwada, G.; Sakai, J.; and Lee, G. (eds.). "Asian Women's Panel."

Proceedings of the National Asian American Studies Conference, II.

San Jose, Calif.: University of California, July 6-8, 1973,

pp. 13-21.

The panel participants included Pat Sumi, Leslie Loo, and
Cynthia Maglaya, all of wfiom have been involved in teaching

about Asian ARerican women. This report is an excellent,over-
view of Asian American Women's Studies, and.a good introduction
to the "new" Asian American woman, who has strong roots in the
past and a strong commitment to the future. Topics include:

history, identity, community, and'feminism.

Kim, Bok-Lim C. "Asian Wives of U.S. Servicemen: Women in Shadowe.':

Amerasia, Vol. 4, No: 1, 1977, pp. 91.-115.

Since World War II, 200,000 Asian "war brides" have come to the

United States. This article,examines the social conditions-in
Asian countries whiph lead to such unions and the social conditions
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which such couples face in the United States. It concludes by
suggesting that social support servAes are necessary to help
overcome the problems which these Asian women face in becoming
accustomed to life in the United States.'

Kumagai', Gloria*L. "The Asian Woman in America." Paper presented

at the 6th Annual COnference on Ethnic and Minority-Studies,
University of Wisconsin-La Cp.sse, il 19-22, 1978.

An overview of historical and c temporary information on
Asian American women, as well as the implications for the
education of these Women is presented.

lj
Lee, Don Chang. "Korean Families in America."" Migration Today,

Vol. 4, October 1977, pp. 3-6.

This article explores the relationships between husbands and
wives and parents and children in Korean families who have
.immigrated to this country. Inevitably, traditional family
life is affected by the dominant culture. The author describes
the con;Wt in sex roles, especially as it affects women.

Lee, Don Chang. "Korean Wife-American Husband Families in America."
Paper presented at the annual meeiing of the American Anthro-
pological Association. San Francisco: December 1975.

Since 1950, 20,000 Korean women have come to the United States.
Fifty percent have come since 1970. Asian wife-American husband
families are unique bePaause they are both crosscultural and
interracial. Lee studied fifty such couples using an interview
questionnaire to obtain demographic information on the wife's
adjustment to America; the relationships among husband, wife,
parents, and children; and degree of social interaction within
the family organization and with outsiders. Identified were
four problem areas: (1) husband-wife conflicts; (2) communica-
tion problems; (3) mother-child conflicts; and (4) outgroup
relationships. This article concludes by suggesting social
services must be made available to these families.

Lott, Juanita Tamayo, and Pian, Canta. Beyond Stereotypes and
Statistics: Emergence of Asian and PaCific American Women.
Washington, D.C..: Organization of Pan Asian American Women, 1979.

This booklet provide4, information on Asian fmerican and Pacific
American women and t

4h
eir emergence from tra itional role and popular

stereotypes in conc rt with their ethnic coiimunities.

Lyman, Stanford. "Marriage and the Family among Immigrants to America,
1850-1960." The Asian in the West. Reno and Las Vegas: University
of Nevada System, 1970, pp. 27-32.

This article details the status of the Chinese laborer in the
United States and the effects of having very few Chinese women here
for much of the period covered.'
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Mine Okubo: An American Experience. Oakland, Calif.: Oakland Museum,

July 1972. .

This Catalog was compiled for an exhibition of Okubo's workS.
A brief introduction to Okubo's development as an artist ac-

, companies some examples of heryork. Her experiences in a
relocation camp are reflected in some of ehe pieces.

t
Nee, Victor G., and Nee, Brett de Bary. 'Lon time Californ: A Doc-

umentary Study of an American Chinatown. Boston: Houghton

Mifflin, 1974.

Narratives and interviews with immigrants from China are presented.
Several interviewees are Chinese women.who describe unique,ex-
periences as female immigrants in America.

Ng, Wing-Cheung. "An Evaluation of the Labor Market Status of

Chinese Americans." Amerasia, Vol. 4, No. 2, 1977, pp. 101-122.1"k

This paper is an attempt to employ the dual labor market OLM)
theory to study the labor market status of Chinese Americans
from the U.S. 1970 Census reports. It compares the occupational
concentration of Black and Chinese American women and introduces
data supporting the DLM hypothesis that as ethnic minorities
these two groups concentfate in occupationssubstantially dif-
ferent from those of whites. In addition, the article confirms
the fact that sex serves as a specifier, with women occupying
a different job market than men, regardless of ethndcity.

Pian, Canta. Basic Facts on Asian and Pacific Americans. Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1

This report.is an overv ew,of the socioeconomic status of
Asian and Pacific Ameri ans based on statistics from, the 1970

Census and research don by the Uni" d PresbyterianAhurch"from
1974 through 1976. includes data n opulation size and

geographic distribution; sex ratios an arriage patterns;'

educational attainment and employment, as well as figures on

inCome. In addition, five major concerns of Asian and Pacific

Ameficans are identified. They_are: inadequate'statistical
data; underemployment; poverty among the aged; equal opportunities
and rights for women; and the problem of a national identity for
Asian Americans as a group.

Soo, Annie. "The Life, Influence and Role of the Chinese Women in

the dnited States, Specifically in the West; 1906-1966."
4

As4p, Infruence and Role of the Chinese in the United States,
6-1960. San Francisco: Chinese Historical Society of

America, 1976, pp, 250-256.
A

The author presents a nutier of vignettes concerning the strug es

and erontributions of Chinese American women, emphasizing the cri-

fices they made for .others.' Also irwluded is a brief account
the life of March Fong Eu and an "alphabetical occupational liA"
of Chinese American women. 0
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Sung, Betty Lee. A Surve-y pf Chinese American Manpower and
.Employment. New Yoiler14prae er 1976.

, g

Using data from the 1970 CenSus, Sung has compiled an exten-
sive socioeconomic profile of the Chinese in AmerAa. Topics
included ate: trends in immigration; Chinese in government
work; and the Chinese work ethic. While data on Chinese women'
are contained in all the chapters, one chapter is devoted ex-
clusively to important patterns in the lives of Chinese women.

Sunoo, Harold H. (ed.). Koreans in AmeTica. Fayette, Mo.: -111-gom-iation of Korean Christian Scholars in North America, 191Y7.

Articles in this issue concern the sect of Reverend Sun Myung
Moon; a comparAtive study of Korean immigrants in the United
States;rbilingualismand immigrant children; and the first Korean
women immigrants in the United States.

Sunoo, Harold H., And Kim, Dong Soo. Korean Women in a Struggle for
<7,1Humanization. Memphis, Tenn.: Association Of Korean Christian

(1.,Scholars 'n North America, 1978.

..\Articles in his issue describe theotatus of women in traditional
Korean society; Korean women pioneers in America; Korean wives of
sevicemen; Korean battered wives; Korean small business; and
ehe status of Korean women today.

Tachiki, Amy; Wong, Eddie; and Odo, Franklin (eds.). Roots': An

Asian-American Reader. Los Angeles: Regents of the University
of California', 1971.

This basic text on Asian American's is divided into three parts:
history, identity, and community. Pertinent selections on Asian
American women include: "Autobiography of a Sansei Fe ale," "An
Interview With Pat Sumi," and "Asian Women .es Leade s.

Urbanesociates. A Study of Selected Sotio-Economic Characteristics
of Ethnic Minori,tie Bltsed on the 1970,Censyks, Volume II: Asian

Americans. Washington, 0.C.: U.S. De.p0.einent,of Health, Educe-

tion and WeIftte-, July 1974.

This is the first complete census 'Ana sis of AsJOen Americans.a

The data on topics such as immigration, family characteristics,
education; employment, and ingpme are organized according to
the primary ASIan American ethnic groups: Chinese, Japapese,
Pilipinos, KoreadO, and Hawaiians. 'Much of the material is
broken down by sex. N'This is an important information source
on Asian American wo n.
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Wey, Nancy. "March Fong Eu Tells How to Win in Politics." East/West,

NOvember 1978:

This is a good source of information about the early life of
California's Secretary of State. It provides a number of
insights into Ms....Eu's philosophy on the involvement of
Asian Americans in politics.

;.

i:
Yamada, tsuye. Camp Notes and Other Poem Berkeley, Calif.:

Shame ess Hussy Press, 1976.

In slirt poems, Mitsuye tells of her relacation experiences
in aho during F*1d-War II.

C. BLACK

Alibaruho, Gloria Lindsay. "The Attevt to Rekructure Female
Roles in the Afro-American Community." Humboldt Journal o
Social Relations, Vol. 3, No. 1, Fall/Winter 1975, Pp. 41-47.

The author points out that throughout their history, Black women
in America have had leaders roles. However, in contemporary

times, Black men in the ci '1 rights movement have tried to in-
stitute sex roles which put women in a subordinate position.
Alibaruho believes that any attempt to restructure se4_Loles must
take into consideration the present reality and future needs

of Black people. There must also be some consensus on roles for
males and females presently in these roles.

*?And rson, Mignon H. Mostly Womenfolk & A Man or wo. Chicago:

Third World Press, 19761

This is a collection of impressionistic episodes in the lives
i.of a Black family across the twin themes of birth and death,
which "live near one another like neighbos in the city."The
text adds to readers' understanding of thtexture of Black
women's lives.

at-

Beckett, J. "Working Wives: A Racial Comparison." Social Work,

November q976, pp. 463-471.

This article surveys research done dinre 1960 on the attitudes
of Black and white families toward having w'ves-work outside the'
home. The,research indicates important difTerences between the
two groups according to several categories: premarital expecte-

tions; whether one is or is not married to a working wife;
family behavior; ideology; and perctreions and evaluations.



Berg, Phyllis A., and Hyde, Janet S. "Gender and Race Difference3-\
in Cgusal Attributions in Achievement Situatiops." Pacer pre-
sented at the,annual meeting of the American Psychological
Association, 'eptember 1976.

/ Causal attributions were obtained from male and female subj ts

of two racial groups, Sla6Nnd 'white, following achievemen
performance in a "natural" setting. Although women expected
lower grades than men, no significant differences ln attributjional
ratings as a function of. gender were observed, nor were a race-
by-gender interactions seenlin the data. Race, however in a

complex interaction with pek-formance outcome, significantly
modified attributional ratings of ability and luck.

"The Black Sexism Debate." The Black Scholar, Vol. 10, Nos. 8,,9,
May/June 1979.

This issue contains a digcussion,9f the problems and prospects
of Black male-female relationsh#S in America. The various
articles were written in responge to an essay, "The Myth of
Black Macho: A Response 5,o Angry Black Feminists," by Robert
Staples in the March/April 19.79 issue of Black Scholar. Staples
dealt.with Michele Wallace's Slack Macho and the Myth of the
Super Woman (1978) and Ntozake ange's For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When tht,Rain w is Enuf (1977).10 The various

authors feel thiNlarifying Blac male-female relationships is
an important step in the process of niting Black people and
revitalizing their struggle against ession. Topics covern
are: feminism and Black Liberation; itical and historical
aspects of Black male-female relationships; and culture and inter-
personal aspects of Black male-female relationships.

"The Black Woman." The Black Scholar, Vol. 6, No. 6, March 1975.

t.

This is the second issue of The Black Scholar in the last tan
years to focus on the Black woman. The articles in this issue
address a broad speG.trum of topics including: the relationship
between feminism and Black women; ,the status of Black women in
the United States today; the relationship between Black men and
Black women; and a discussion of the Joanne Little case, written
by Julian Bond. There is no consensus among the contObutors.
This is an important document for anyone interested in the ex-
yerience of Black women in America.

Bray, Rosemary L., and Freeman, Roland L. "Keepsakes." Essence,
Vol. 9, No. 7, November 1978, pp. 106, 112, .114.

LaThis is the c panion essay to the Erteli artTe on quiltmaking,
listed below, written by an associate editor f the magazill'e

nd a research assistant at the.Howard University Institute for
the Arts and Humanities. It presents photographs and text ahput

-

two-and-one-half-year undertaking of the Mississini Folklife
Projects The craft, aesthetic tradition, and social impact of
quiltmaking are explored, as well as the fact that this art
form is a vanishing phenomenon.

,
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Brief Arthur P., and Aldag, Ramon J. "Male-Female Differences in

Occupational Attitudes within Minority Groups." Journal of

Vocational Behavior, Vol. 6, 1975, pp. 305-314.

Studies done with white populations have found women to be more
concerned with social aspects orjobs than men are, while men
tend to be more interested in career-related aspects. .In this
study, Black males and females were administered a questionnaire
asking for their feelings about their jobs. No differences in
occupational attitudes were found, pointing out the danger of
generalizing about sex differences from the white population only.

Brown, Harold and Ford, ,David L. "An Exploratory Analysis of

Discrimination in the Employment of BlaCk MBA Graduates,"
Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 62, No. 1, 1977, pp. 50-56.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the extent

to which Black Masters in Business Administration (kBA) graduates

have experienced advancement or discqmination in employment
opportunities. The most relevant data applicable to minority
women is a table comparihg the mean starting salaries and mean,
current salaries of Black female MBAs from both mixed and Black
schools with those of Black male MBAs from both groups.

Carroll,'Constance M. "Three's a Crowd: The Dilemma of Black Women

in Higher Education," in A. S. Rossi and A. Calderwood (eds.),

Academic Women on the Move. New Yotk: Russell Sage Foundation,

1973, pp. 173-185.

The intent of this chapt r is to aSsess the situation of Black
women in higher education -undergraduates, faculty, and admin-

istrators--in light of th ir isolation, underutilization, and

demoralization. Carroll does this by providing statistical data
and information obtained through observation of and conversations

with Black women.

Daniels-Eichelberger, Brenda. "Myths About Feminism.''; Essence, Vol. 9,

No. 7, November 1978, pp. 74-75, 92, 94, 96.

The author who is founder and executive director of the National
Alliance of Black Feminists, discusses six prominent fallacies
about Blac4 women and the women's movement. Amon e miscondep-

tions-shá examines are: "Feminists are manhat rs"; "T e movement

is not supportive of gl ck men"; "Black women are taking jobs
away from Bldck men as a result of the movement"; and " he
ment undermin s Black leadership." Her analysis is s ported

statistical i ormation, as well as by her own experiences.

S net Books, 19)'111.
4.10'

Dav Angela, et If They Come in the Morning. New York:

This llection of essays, letters, poetry, and articles reflects

the con ibutors' position on resistance--to racial and national
oppressi n, to the Indochina War, and to the prison system as it

now operates.
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Davis, Angela. "Reflections of the Black Woman's Role in the Com-
munity of Slaves." The Black Scholar, Vol. 3, No. 4, December
1971, pp. 2-15.

The main point of this essay is that the status of Black women
within the community..of slaves was a barometer indicating the
overall potential for resistance. Davis documents her ideas
with primary source data from the antebellum period of American
history, including slave narratives.

Davis, Curt. "Maya Angelou: The Caged Bird Soars." Encore,

September 12, 1977, pp. 28-32.

This is an article on the renowned Black American author from
a personal and basically uncritical perspective. It,chronicles

her life story and makes reference to her autobiographical
trilogy, as well as her career as an actress. Davis also notes
that Angelou's struggle has been threefold: as a woman, as a
.Black person, and as an artist.

DuPont, Helen. "Blue Plains: WOW's Experiment in Integrating an
All-Male Work Site." Women's Work, Vol. I, No. 4, July/August
1975, pp. 6-7. Pd5lished by Wider Opportunities for Women,
Washington, D.C.

Tgis article documents the experiences'of three of eleven Black
women working on a two-year project at the Blue Plains Waste-
water Treatment Plant in Washington, D.C. It gives information
on wages, vocational preparation, and attitudes of male co-workers,
and shares the insights of the.project members as well as those
of a,counselor from the WOW staff.

Epstein, lynthia Fuchs. "Positive Effects of the Multiple Neghtive:
Expleaining the Success of Black Professional Women," in
F. Denmark (ed.), Women, Vol. 1. New York: PDI, pp. 150-173.

This well-known, model social science investigation of Black
professional women is an important contribution to the literature
of women and achievement, as it indicates differences in the
psychology of achievement motivation for Black versus white women.
Through interviews with thirty-one Black professional,women,
Epstein identifies three patterns of interaction between character-
istics (being Black, a woman, a professional) which might account
for success..

Ertel, Grace. 14pluilting a Heritage." *Essence,yol. 9, No. 7, November
1978, pp. 108-111.

This brief article discusses the importance of th4 interrelation-
ship between this domestic art and the transmission of family
history. Suggestions for creating quilts are also included.

66
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Forten, Charlotte L. The Journal of Charlotte L. Forten. New York.:

Collier Books, 1953.

Charlotte Forten was an upper-middle-class Black woman from

Philadelphia. This is her diary covering the critical abo-
litionist.and Civil War period from 1854 to 1864. By reading

Forten'plOurrial,, we share in a fascinating petsonal perspec-
tive on the event§ of an important historical era.

Fulcher, Pat§y; McHenry, Susan; and Thom, Mary. "Black Women'United:

Soiorities, Alliances and Pressure Groups." Ms., Vol, 7,

No. 7, January 1979, p.

'This is a national resource list of :the types of Black women's

groups that have been organized over the years as well as during

the 1970's. As brief as it is, it,does include some information
on the purpose and accomplishments'of each group.

Gregory, Chester W. "The Black Woman in War Work, 1941-1945," in
An Analysis of the Labor Problem and Women's Rights. Jericho

N.Y.: Publishers Exposition Press, 1954. 0

This article contains data about the employment of Black women, ,

generally with special emphasis on industrial occupations during

the Second World War and some theorizing about the effectsof

war on families. It docdments the segregation and inequality
that existed before, and often during, World War II.

Gump, Janice Porter. "Comparative Analysis of Black Women's and

White Women's Sex-Role Attitudes." Journ'al of Consulting an-d

Clinical Psycholoy, Vol. 43, No. 6, 1975, pp. 858-863.

This is'an assessment of the sex-role atttudes of seventy-seven

Black college women and forty white college women at Howard

University and Morgan State College. It refutes the characteriza-

tion of the Black woman as matriarchal and the white woman as

home-centered and submissive. White women expressed significantly

more interest in furthering their own development than in ful-

filling the traditional role.

Hacker4 H. M. "Class and Race Differences in Gender Rolesy" in

L. Duberman (ed.),I'Gender and Sex in Society. New York:

Praeger, 1974, pp. 158-184.

Hacker discusses gender itle in Black society through an account
of the history of the Black family in four historical periods:

Afxican, antebellum, Reconstruction, 20th century. Finally, he

exaMines the relationship between social movements based on race,

sex, and class and what each means for Black women, recommending

a Black feminism that does not mimic white feminism.
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Haden, Patricia; Middleton, borina; and Robinson, Patricia. "Alhistor-
ical and Critical Essay for Black Women," in Leslie B. Tanner (ed.),
Voices from Women's Liberation. New York: The New American
Library, Signet, 1970, pp. 316-324.

This essay calls on the Black woman to re-examine her relationships
with various people and groups in American society. The first part
is a critique of the male chauvinism of Black cultural-nationalist
males and the destructive activities of so-called street brothers.
The second section gives an anthropological perspective on creation
myths, their relationship to the current state of male-female con-
flict, and the advent of the male-controlled environment. The
concluding statement is a brief historical review of the worldwide
decline in women's power and status, incorporating data from legends
and oral traditions.

Hare, Nathan, and Hare, Julia. ,"Black Women, 1970." Trans-Action.
Noveler/December 1970, pp. 65-68.

This article presents an overview of Black women's feelings and
concerns in regard to Black men, white men, white women, and the
women's movement. The authors see the women's movement as con-
taining.some principles which are in opposition to the struggle
for Black liberation and essentially urge Blacks to "close r.anks."

Harrison, Algea 0. "The Dilemma of Growing Up Black and Female."
Journal of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Vol. 20, No. 2,
Spring 1974, pp. 28-40.

This paper discusses how Black females attempt to 'resolve the
dilemma of wanting to be feminine and having high achievement
goals. Research with whitt women has found an inverse relation-
ship between femininity and high-need achievement, since femininity
and achievement are declared to be antithetical accordiri to
societal sex-role standards. Thrt has not been found to be the case
for Black women, whose aspirations are as high as those of Black
meh or higher. This article examines several reasons for the
difference.

Hernandez, Aileen. "Small Change for Black Women." Ms., Vol. 3,
No. 2, ?;ugust 1974, pp: 16-.48.

This is a discussion of the "double jeopardy" faced by Black women
in a society which.is both racist and sexist. The author is
cautiously optimistic about the chances for Black women to improve
theik economic and social status,by being active in both the civil
'rights andomen's movements. Hernandez notes the problems
Blackyomen-have in participating ineach mgvement. Nevertheless,
she observes that Black,women will be the losers if women and-
minorities are pitted against each other.

A
0 4

Jackson, Angela. Voo fto/Love Masic, Chicagov, Third Worldress,?
1974. 4 '9

This is a collecii6n of fifteen poemS Wrieten ye'Blaek4)Oet-.:
,
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Jackson, Jacquelyne. "'Hui Where are the:Men?" The Black Stholar,

. Vol. 3, No. 4, DeCember 1972i ,pp. 30-41.

This is an important examination and debunkineof three my
about Black women in regard to education,'employment, and 4he

existence 'of mattiarchs. in each case it has been suggest4d
that Black.women.enjoy an advantage over Black men. Jackson

_ showsthht Black women represOmt an especially disadvantaged
group; in comparison with Black-men, white men, and white,women.

Jackson, Roberta E. ,"Some Aspirations of Lower Class Black"Mothers."
_Journal of Comparative .Family Studies, Vol. 6,-No. 2, 1975,

pp. 171-181.

This study attempts to counter the notion that indigent Black
mothexs,have no positive aspirations for their children. The

author analyzed data from a questionnaire sent to 441,poor Black

mothers. keSponses were classified as poitie, undecided, or
negative. Most responses were positive and were positively re-

lated to three vatiables: family size, education, and income

level. These mothers expressed positive aspirations Tor Sons

hnd daughters. This article is important because it dispels a
stereotypic view of poor Black women as apathetic and unconcerned

about their children...

Jeffers, Trellie. "The Black Black WomanSd the Black Middle Class."

, The Blakk Scholar, Vol. 4, Nos. 6, 7, March/April 197 , pp. 37-41.

The author explores, through,personal,experience and observations,
the treatise-that the Black middleerciass as onsistently osCra-
,

cized the black-skinned Bla woman and t this rejection will

resul't in the decay'and ddstrtction,o4 this class. -Data from the

'social sciences are nat. included. This...article covers themes

familiar eo all Afro-Americans,

7Jeffries, Doris. "Counseling for the Strengths of th,e Black Woman.."

Counseling Psychologist, Vol. 6, No. 2, 1976,-pp. 20-22.

The theis of this article is that counse/ors of Black women
should not view Cheir clients only as victims with ;any problems,

,but should try to assist them by utilizing "the strengths of the
Black woman.". Jeffries.cites reLearch which indieates Chat from
childhood-, through adolescence, and into adulthood, the Black

female develops traits of self-reliance, independence,.and a
sepse of responsibility.

King, Helen. "The Black Woman and Women's Lib." Eb6nY, Vol. 27,

No. 5,.March, 1971, pp. 68-76;

In this artic4; the author outlines the negative feelings which

Black women have toward the women's liberation movement. Many

fiTkck women'perceive the feminigt movement as a "hobby" of white,
'middle-class, bored women and as a threat to Blacks because it seeks

to divide Black men and women. Many Black wdmen feel that their
place is "behind Our men, not against them," according to the

article. ,
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Ladner, Joyce.t Tomorrow's Tomorrow. Garden City, N,Y.: Doubleday and
Co., 1971.

ABlack female sociologist examines the entry into womanhood of
poorl young, Blacksgirls in an urban setting. In opposition to
the majority view of Bleck lifeSCyles as deviant, Ladner depicts
in a posUive light the distinctiveness of Black culture. The
result of four years Of interviewing, testing, observing, and
intsfacting with adolescent Blaa women in St. Louis is a
scholarly, sociohistorical account.of tb.s_coming of age in this
group.

LaRue, Linda. "The Black Movement and Women's Liberation," in
Sue Cox (ed.), Female Psychology: The Emerging Self. Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 1976, pp. 216-225..

This is an important critique of the comparison drawn between
Black liberation And women's liberakion. LaRue alsç takes issue
with Black male social scientists who discount the n ed for women's

- rights in the context of the Black struggle.-

Lessons from the Damned, Class Struggle in the Black Community.'
New York: Times Change Press, 1973.

The Rapers in this book wereeritten by Black students, unemployed
young.women and men, workers in low-paying jobs, and women welfare
recipients. Their narratives describe their oppression and strug-
gles to gain equality in a capitalist economic system. One
chapter deals with Black women's reactiofis.

Lorde, Audre". The New York Head Shop and Museum. Detroit: Broadside
Press, lir.. 7

fhis series of poems by Ms. Lorde focuses on--40krent scenes
of life'in New York. Many of the poems touch on Black women's
experiences in the city.

McCoy, Rose E., and Wen, Shih-Sung. "Relationshipg of Selected
Non-Academic and Academic Variables to the Grade Point Average
of Black Students." Educational and Psychological Measurement,
Vol. 35; No. 4, Winter 1975, pp. 935-939.

_

This study attempts to ascertain for each of two samples of 164
male and 202 female Black'students,in a southern state university
the degree toyhich seiggled_nonacademiccharacteiistics of
.college students-were predictive of,college success as revealed
by grade point average (GPA)eargea during the first two quarters
of the 1972/1973 academic year.
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Mednick, Martha; Shuch, T.; and.Puryear, Gwendolyn R. "Race and

Fear of Success in College Women: 1968 and 1971." Journal

o.f Consulting and Clinical Psychology, Vol. 44, No: 5, 1976,

pp. 787-789.

-Psychologist Matina Horner postulated, in 1970, the notion of

a fear of success motive, meaning the expectancy that success
in competition would have negative consequences. ahe found

that women tend to express this motive more often than men.
However, Horner's samples werç primarily white. WestOn and

Mednick (1970) found Black.women to have less fear of success

than white women. Thia is a report of an attempted replication

of this finding after six years.

"Minority Women and Highr Education #1." Washington, D.C.: Project

on the Status of E ucation of Women, Association.of Am rican

Colleges, November"1974.

This article focuses on the myths about the educatiOnal status.
of Black women and contrasts them with the realities. Among

the myths examined are: "Black women outnumber Black men on

the campUses" and. "Black women are increasing their average
-level of education more rapidly than Black men." Statistical

evidence is introdbced to support arguments in opposition to
these .summTries.

Moody, Anne. Comang of Age in Misstssippi. New York: Dell, 1968.

Anne Moody's account of her'experiences growing up in Mississippi
includes the realities of police,brutality, lynching, poverty,
discrimination, and other forms of oppression. Her later involve-

ment with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP), the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE),
'-
and the

civil rkghts movement describes her pride and courage as a

Black woman. . .

' Murray, Saundra Rice; Mednitk, Martha; and Shuch, Tamara. "Black

Women's Achievement Orientation." Psychology of Women Quarterly,

Vol. .1, No, 3, Spring 1977, pp. 247-259.

This article reviews ehe'literature on motivational and cognitive

factors related to the achievement orientation of Black women.
Achievement motivation and fear of success are discussed, and the
Inconclusiveness of the findings for Black women is presented.
The limited data concerning Black women's expectations Tor and

causal attributions ahout achievement outcomes are also included.

Noble, Jeanne. 'Beautiful, Also, Are the Souls of My Black Sigters:

A History of the Black Woman in America. Englewood 'Cliffs, N.J.:.

Prentice-Hail, 1978.

This panoramic account of the contributions of women of African
descent also delves into contemporary issues confronting Black
women in America. It succeeds in offering information about



individu s and come statistics about Black women as a group.
The aut does not avoid controversy and sidesteps the traditional
" o -call-of-noable-Negroes" approach to historical writings
by givibg an analysis of each group of women she discusses.

O'Leary, Virginia E., and Harrison, Algea O. "Sex Role Stereotypes
as a FahctiOn of gace and Sex." Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Psychological Association, Chicago,
1975.

The sex-role-stereotyped traits ascribed to men represent a
"competency Cluster," while those ascribed to women comprise
a :1warmth-expressiveness cluster." O'Leary and Harrison
attempt to explore the content of sex-role stereotypes held
by Black and white malé and females to determine whether the
patterns ot sex-role stereotypes differ by race. In &eneral,
it appears Blacks.are less prone to sex-Irole stereotypes and
less likely to devalue females.'

Overton, Betty Jean. ."Black Women in Women's Liberation." Race

Relations Reporter, July 1,.1970.

This is a brief summary 6f the early arguments
and feminiSm. Overton quotes from several wome
to support the'women's Aberation movement, as

are reluctant to do so. She identifies the dile
women who -must choose between a racial or sexual
the struggle for equality.

bout Black women
who have reasons
11 as those whq
a of Black
front line" in

Parish, Dorothy. "A Question of Survival: The Predicament of Black

Women." Integradeducation, Vol. 14, No. 3, May/June 1976,
pp% 19-23:

This article addresses the ps hological and emotional needs of
Black woMen and suggests that Black resources cannot be concen-
trated on the elimination of sexism alone. The author offers her
perspective by means of a series of "survival questions" and
"response strategies." The majority of the commentary is directed
toward the academic community.

^

Parker, Pat. Pit Stop. -Oakland, Calif.: The Women's Press Collective,
1975.

,

Ms. Parker is a Black lesbian; many of the poems in thds collection
deal with her lifestyle.

Pressman, Sonia. "Job Discrimination and the Black Woman." Crisis,

March 1970, pp. 10-108.

e Author documents how the double bind faced by Black women
fects their employment status and discusses the legal remedies
ich exist for Black women who face job discrimination.
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Reid. Willie Mae. Black Women's Struggle for Equality. New York:

Pathfinder Press, 1976.

This pamphlet includes four short articles brand about Black

women. The articles discuss changing attitudes among Black,
women, involuntary sterilization, Joan Little, and.the Equal

Rights Amendment (ERA).

R4yster, Sandra. Women Talk. Chicago: Third' World Press, 1974.

Ms. Royster's poetry offers her impressions of the Black woman's
experience.

Salaam; Kalamu Ya. "Women's Rights are Human Rights." The Black

Scholar, Vol. 10, Nos. 6, 7, March/April 1979, pp. 9-14.

The auqor; an African-American male, asserts that any discussion
of human rights should include a discussion of women's rights.
He reviews the arguments about women's liberation as divisive
to Black unity and about the roots of modern-day sexism. His

conclusion is that "we [should] open our eyes to the reality of

sexism and fight it:"

Sanchez, Sonia. Home Coming. Detroit: Broadside Press, 1969:

Ms. Sanchez's poetry is sparse, yet bold. These poems describe

her impressions of the relationshipseptween Black men and
women, of drug addiction, and of BlacRlIpride.---\\

Sanchez, Sonia. We a BaddDDD People. Detroit: Broadside Press, 1970.

Ms. Sanchez's poetry is diverse; she comments od"politics, men
and women, and drug addiction. Much o her poetry is most ef-

1fective when read aloud, but the messa g's of Black pride and
awareness remain evident on paper.

Scot, Patricia Bell, "The English Language and Black Womanhood."
Journal of Afro-American Issues, Vol. 2, No. 3, Summer 1974,

pp. 218-225.

The author presents an analysis of the sexi-st/racist aspects.of
American standard and.colloquial English and documents the aSsault

on Black women's .elf-esteem by language. SHe notes the connota-

tive meaning of "Black" and finds that most erms which are applied

to Black women refer to animals and/or to s in color.. These terms
are negative, offensive, and have sexual c nnotationW.

Scott, Patricia Bell. "Preparing Black Women r Nntrajiitional

Professions: Some Considerations for Car r Co ling."
Journal of the National AssoCiation of Wo Deans, Adminis-

trators, and Counselors, Vol. 4, No. 4, Summer 1977, pp. 135-139.

This article outlines the impac of racial and sex-role stereo-

types upon Black women yho are aring for or working in

nontraditional professions. The author also makes several
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recommendations and suggests strt sfor those counselors and
other concerned individuals who ght assist in the preparation of
more Black women for what tra tionally have been exclusively
white and male careers.

Slater, Jack. "SuiEide and Black Women." Ebony,"Vol.M8, No. /1,
September 1973, pp. 52-54, 156-158, 160.

The suicide rate of American Black women i the fourteenth
highest in the world. In the last 2.0 years, the suicide rate for
non-white women has risen 50 percent. Despite these alarming,
flzures, little research has been conducted and few remedies
developed. Containing personal anecdotes, this article discusses
the Important but neglected topic of Black womeniand suicide
from the viewpoint of popular social science.

Smith, James P. "The Convergence o( Racial Equality in Women's
Wages." Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1978.

a

Smith explores several possible reasons for the rise in the
relative wage of Black, women to justify the claim that by 1975
almost complete racial parity in female wages had been achieved.
The chief causes, according to the auttior, are: (1) the vintage
hypothesis, i.e., that, relative to white wom46, more recent

Blac female colleagues begin their job experience with large
ini *1al stocks of human capital; (2) the dnhancemenf, in relative
quality.of attributes such as schooling, across successive gen-.
erations; (3) the migration of Blacks from low- to high-wage
regions; (4) the elimination of domestic service as a primary
occupation; and

If(

5) affirmative action policies.

Spitzer, Nicholas. "Queen of the Cajun Sound." .Ms., VOl. 6;
No. 5, November 1977, pp. 27-28.

At the time of publication, the author had completed five months
of fieldwork recording Black French music in south Louisia and
east Texas. The subjct of this article is "Queen Ida" Lewis,
the first and only woman to play French accordion and lead her
own z deco band. Zydeco is the dance music of the Creole people
of s uth Louisiana. Some iriteresting detail is provid6d on the
role of women in Creole culture, as well as on the social and
musical impact of Queen Ida and her family of musicians.

Staples, Robert. "The Myth of Black Macho: A Response to Angry Black
. Feminists." The Black Scholar, Vol. 10, Nos. 6, 7, Mach/April

1979, pp. 24-33.

This article is a response to two recent highly publicized works:
Ntozake Shange's play, For Ceivred Girls Who Have Considered
Suicide When the Rainbow Is Enuf, and Mich..qtp Wallace's book,
Black Macho and the Myth of the Super Woman. Staples raises
questions about the nature of Black male sexism as presented in
these works. He arso calls attention to the role of capitalism
in fostering both racism and m and its impact on the strug-
gles of the oppressed Black commun ty.
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Staples, Robert. "The Myth of Black Matriarchy." The Black Scholar,

Vol. 1, Nos. 5, 6, January/February 1970, pp..2-10.

Staples examines the myth of the Black matriarchy and provides
informatio'n for dispelling it. He asserts that women'ts ybera-
tion is a danger to Black liberation because it sets Black women
again't Black men. According to him, the Blatk woman has an-
important role in the Black liberation.struggle-,-one of "enabling
Black people to forge ahead in their efforts to achieve a Black
nationhood."

Tatham, Cliffordt., and Tatham, Elaine L. "Aaidemic Predic,tors for

. Black Students." Educational and Psychological,Measurement,
Vol. 34, No: 1: Summer 1974, pp. 371-374.

This studd.is an investigation of whether there were sex and/or
academic success ottherences with respect to measures of academic
achievement prior to admission to a private liberal arts college.
The participants in the study were seventy-three Black students
(forty-five male ang twenty-eight female) enrolled at a private
liberal arts college for at least one semester between the fall
of 1964 and the fall of 1970.

Tillmon, Johnnie. "The...Changing Cultural Images of the Black Woman

in America." Paper presented at the Nobel Con rence on the

Destiny of Women, Gustavus Adolphus College, St Peter, Minnesota,

January 4, 1973.

, Ms. Tillmon succeeded the late.George Wiley as head of the
National Welfare Rights C>.,ganization, the, only advocacy group

-0for all persons receividi public assistance funds. Thisspeech
presents a perspective on Black women from slavery thryigh the

early 1970's. It draws a distinction between Black liberation
and women's liberation, while conneceing both with the struggle
for human dignity. An enlightening dialogue between other par-

ticipants follows this presentatkon.

Tolbert-Stroud, Sharon. "Working Black Women," in D. 9thy JodgewarNL
and Dru Scott (eds.), Affirmative Action for. Wo n: A Practical

Guide. Read-inga Addison-Wesley., 1973;-pp. 121-138.

This article analyz s social trends which have shaped Blaek women's
lives and have affec ed their profile in the labor.,force. In'aci-

dition, stereotypes r myths resulting from these social trends
are examined and are s of affirmative aceion peculiar to the needs
of Black women are suggest . .

A

Wallace, Michele. &lack Macho diTthe Myth of the.Super Woman. .New

NYork: The Dial Press, 1978.

Ms. Wallace examines the creation of the "Black Macho" mystique
and analyzes its effect on the needs of Black women and chilaren.
She discusses the image of tlie Black woman'in terms of the "double
bind" she" is in due to pressurefroth.the Black male and the white
ideaa of manhood.
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Wallace, Michele. "Black Macho and the Myth of the Super WoMan."
Ms., Vol. 1, No. 7, January 1979, pp. 45-48, 87-91.

This is an excerpt from Ms. Wallace's book of t,he same name.
It preseqs her stringent analysis of the "Black Power" years
and carefully ejeines the residual male chauvinism in the
Afro-American political struggle. The authOr presents the
experiences of the wcimen in her family, in add-etion to her own

. 'observations as n index of the low status of Black women.
. .

Whit Gloria M. "The Earl Mary Church Terrell, 1863-1910."
Integrateducation, Vol. 13, No. 6, November/December 1975,
pp. 39-42.

This article examines the fattors shaping Ae life of a prominent
leader of middle- and upper-middle-class Black women at the turn
of the 19th century,01:-While her background was not representAtive
of the masses of Bieck women, she.was in the forefront of the
pioneering civil rights movements of her time. The discussion
f6cuses primarily on her career as club woman, lecturer, author,
and activist.

-

Williams, Bertha M. /"Black Women: Assertiveness vs. Aggressiveness."
Journal of. AfroTAverican Issues, Vol. 2, No. 3, Summer 1974,-
pp. 205-209.

This areicle attempts to eicplore the interpersonal behaviors of
assertiveness and'aggressiveness as they relate to'the.Black
woman.. It draws on a number of fairly recent studies to raise
questions pertinen t to her need for assertiveness training
despite the populai advanced stereotype of the "aggressive
Black womAn." The author states that it is imperative that .

Black women engagelp self:-directed exploration to form a founda-
tion'for their own worth,.validity, and fulfillment.

1,

4.11liams, Ora. American Black' Women in the Arts And Social Sq0.ences:
A Bibliographic Survey. Metuchen, N. he Scarecrow Press,
Inc., 1973. a

This is a comprehensive listing of over 1,200 ZOrks by Black
women in the arts and sodiii,sciences, incldding movies,
tapes, and recordings based on woeks written by..o.B.lack women.,

Wilson, Apple. "Black Women's Health." HeAlthrightf Vol. 3, No. 1,

Wintear 1976/1977, pp. 1 and 6.

This review of the health prob ems f4ced by Black women in the
Uitlted States points out the fact that'it is necessary to
understand the life sit.uation and social characteristics of a
group of people in order to provide adequate health care.

Wright, Sarah E. This Child's Gonna Live. New York: Dell, 1969.

Mariah Upshur, a Black woman in Maryland, lives for the advance-
ment of her children as she toils in the fields and faces struggles
within her marriage.
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Young, Charlene (ed.). Black Experience, Analysis and Synthesis.

San Rafael, Calif.: Leswing Press, 1972.

Selections in this volume attetpt to provide-Teferences for
analyzing some of the historical, sociocultural, and legalt
aspects of the B1aCk experience in the United States. Two

articles in this issue have particular relevance to the Black

woman's experience: "Has the Black Man Been Castrated?" and

"The Myth of the Black Matriarchy."

Young, Virginia Heyer. Black AL:rican Socialization Pattern."
American Ethnologist, Vol. 1, No. 2, May 1974, pp. 405-412.

In recent years, e;M7 mother-child interaction has come under
close scrutiny as a critical framework for social and cognitive

development. Some researchers have been negative about the
mother-child patterns which they have observed among Black

families. Young.analyzed*mather-child inEerection in an urban

.Black day-care setting and concluded that Blacks are bicultural.
Consequently, the mother-child inpraction patterns which she
observed are appropriate for their bicultural status.

D. .HISPANIC

Aguilar, Linda. "Unequal Opportunity and the Chicane." Civil Rights

Digest, Vol. 5, No. *3, Spring 1973, pp. 30-33.

A Chicana speaks of the new image.f*, Chicanes, rejecting both
the stereotyped images of the do4te Mexican ican woman

and the "hot-blooded" Latina. She notes that iff rences in lpfe
histories create differences between the Chic vement and

the Anglo women's movement. This article provPr good example

of the "double bind" that women of color are in when fighting
racism fkom the majority culture and sexism within their own

communities.

Buriel, Raymond. "Cognitive Styles among Three Generations of

Mexican Americdn Chitdren." Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology,

Vol. 6, No. 4, Decem8er 1975, pp. 417-429.

The author hypothesizes that the cognitive styles of Mexican-
-

. Ameritan children will become mcire iMependent from the first

to the third generation. In addition:le decline in sex dif-

ferences is expected'to follow a similar pattern. A comparison

group of Anglo-American children is also included. Results

are discussed as the possible outcome of selective migration

and community acculturation processes. A\

Cabello-Argandoha, Roberto; Gomez-Quiriones, Juan; and Durgn, Patricia

Herrera. The Chicana: A Comprehensive Bibliographic Study.

Los Angeles: University of California at Los_Angeles, Chicano

Studies Center, 1975.

This comprehensive bibliography includes books, journals, news-

paper articles, and films. Many of the citations are annotated.

r



Among the topics covered are religion, history, health, and the.
women's liberation.movement. This is a good resource on
research. Many of the works cited are not specifically on the
Chicana but include general feminist works and literature on
Chicanos.

Carrillo-Beron, Carmen. A CdMparison of Chicano and Anglo Women.

San Francisco: R & E Research, 1974.

This study compares Anglo women and Chicanas on scales designed
to: (1). aseess attitudes,and values in relation to the family;

and (2) determine the degree to which the individual ascribes
to an internal or external locus of control. Significant
differences between the two groups are found only in regard to
family values, Chicanas being more traditional. While no suf-

ficient explanation for the pattern of results is given, there
is a discdssion of the significance and implications of this.
pattern. A

Cotera, Martha P. Diosa y Hembra. Austin, Tex.: Statehouse Printing,

1976.
/'

An overall reference work on the Chicane, that ineludes history,
a socioeconomic profile, family characteristics and dynamics,
and an assessment of the contemporary'Hispanic woman. This

work includes a vigorous discussion of feminism within the
context of Chicane culture.

.t

Frankfort, Ellen, and Kissling, Frances. "Investigation of a Wrongful

Death." Ms., Vol. 7, No. 7, January 1979, pp. 66-67.

This is an eicount of the abortion-related death of Rosaura
Jimenez, a Oiversity studsnt from McAllen, Texas. She was

six months from graduating with a bachelor's degree in education
and the first victim of the Hyde Amendment, which eut off federal
Medicaid funds available for abortions. Rosie Jimenez, became

a rallying point for abortion-rights activists. The authors
give an analysis of the reasons for her death and an account of
the ensuing political activity directed toward the Department af
Health and Human Services and the Center for Disease Control.

Gonzeles, DOlores. .Canciones y Juegos de Nuevo Mexico/Songs and
Games/of New Mexico. New York: A.'S. Barnes and Co., 1974.

4

Thirty-nine songsiand games of NefI Mexico are presented bilingually
(Spanish/English). The games are suitable for preschool and ele-
mentary children and reflect some aspects of the Mexican culture.

Hispanic Women and Education: Annotated Selected References and

Resources. San Francisco: Wohen's Education Equity Communications
Network/Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-

ment, 1978.

The items in this bibliography were,selected for their accessibility
as well as relevance to women's educational equity. They include:
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bibliographies; overviews and statistical profiles; curricula,
teaching materials, and evaluation of materials; perspectives
on education and participation in the labor force;- literature
,on social, psychological, and cultural conflicts; and a list
of Hispanic organizations and,ource groups.

Lowman, Robert P., and Spuck, Dennis W. "Predictors of College
Success for the Disadvantaged Mexican American." Joqurnal of

College Student Personnel, January 1975 pp. 40-48.

For seventy-five Mexican Americangstudents in a transition year
program at selective private colleges, 'multiple regression analysis
revealed that nontraditional predictors such as low income, diffi-
cult); with English, denied regular college admission, ahd high
school underachievement with high IQ accounted for more variance
in first-year college success than did the traditional predictors
of Scholastic Aptitude Test and high school averages. The non-
traditional variables were in reverse relationship to success for
men and women. Only the negative effect of the high IQ under-
achievement variable was the same for men and women. The authors
connect the differences to the Mexican Americaa culture itself.

"Minority Women and Higher Education 1/2." Washington, D.C.: .Project

on the Status and Education of Women, Association of American
4

,colleges, March 1975.

This paper summarizes some of the relevant data concerning the
educational and economic status of Spanish-speaking women.
Whenever possible, ethnic variations are noted. In general,

the data are divided into the following three categories:
Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, and other Spanish origins.

Nieto-Gomez, Anna. "Heritage of La Hembra," in Sue Cox (ed.),
Female Psychology: The Emerging Self. Chicago: Science
Research Associapes, 1976,.pp. 226-235.

A Chicana scholar examines the Mexican roots of Mexican American

women. The Chicana today is confronted with the psychological
heritage and images arising from the Spanish conquest, the
encomienda system, and the colonial Cathplic church. This article
provides background material for understanding the context of the
contemporary.Mexican American woman.

Ramirez, ManuelAahd Taylor, Clark Jr. "Mexican American Cultural
Membership and Adjustment to School." Developmental Psychology,
Vol. 4, No. 2, 1971, pp. 141-148.

Mexican-American and Anglo-American ju ior high and high school

students of the lower socioeconomic cl s were administered an
attitudes-toward-education test and a projective test, consisting
of pictures for which they wete asked to construct stories. The

results showed that Mexican Americans expressed views toward
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)education which were less positive than those of Anglo-Americans.
q'Scores are-given for females and males. The authors attribute
the findings to differences between the value orientations of the
Mexican American and Anglo-American ethnic gro-ups.

Richardson, Juanita Casillas. "A Re-.Examination Of the Role of

Mexican-American Women." Integrateducation, Vol. 13, No. 2,

March/April 1975, p. 32.

-

This is a brief statement in support of the awakening female
consciousness of the Chicana, from a broad historical perspective.
It is critical of machismo and supportive of efforts by Mexican
Americans to liberate themselves from oppression and discrimination.

Sanchez, Rosaura and Cruz, Rosa Martinez (eds.). Essays on la Mujer.

Los Angeles: UCLA, Chicano Studies Center, 1977.

Part One of this anthology-contains paPers about the socioeconomic
status of Chicanas. Included are articles on,the family and health

care services. Part Two consists of several research papers.
Among these is an analys.i.s of LaAalinche, from a feminist per-
spective. The original purpose of this book was to provide scholarly
material for courses on the Chicane.

Trujillo, Marcella. "The Terminology of Machismo." Paper presented

at the Chicana Conference, Colorado State University, Fort
'Collins, Colorado, 1974.

The author discusses the positive and negative aspects of the term
"macho," and traces the historical development,of the cult of
machismo. A linguistic analysis reveals the sexism inherent in
Spanish language and language use.

Women of Puerto Rican Origin. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of

Labor, Women's Bureau, January 1977.

This is a basic collection of data on Puerto Rican women in the
continental UnitedZtates. Among the statistics included are'
figures on: population, age, marital and household status, labor
force participation, occupational distribution, and income.

Women of Spanish Origin in the United States. Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration,
Women's Bureau, 1976.

This is a broad colleciton of data which include statistics
on: population, age, marital and family status, education,
labor force participation occupational categories, and medians
income.

4
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E. MULTIRACIAL

-Banks, James A.

A

Teaihing Strategies for Ethnic Studies. Boston':

Allyn and -Bacan, Inc., 1975.

This book contains background information, curriculum models,-.
lesson plans, and bibliographies on different ethnic groups.

tt is a useful resource book.

91#'

.Bernard, Jessie. Impact of Sexism a Racism on Employment Status

and Earnings. New York: liSS M odOar PublicatiOns, 1973.
,

,Be nard presents a comparison of the relative impact of sexism

'an acismon the employTent status'and earnings of white men
and women and Black men aild women. Bernard concludes that:
(1) racism is more serious for Black w than Black women;
(2) sexism tends to be moie serious for white women than Black
women; (3) sexism is more seripts for Blackwomen than racisni,
except where it contributes todunemploymenti (4) amon educated

women there is a form of "revdse racism," in that B ack woten
earn more than %white women; and (5) year-round part time employment
shows "reverse sexism," since women in this categoryl earn more than

men. Also of interest is Bernard's rebuttal letter. o The American
Sociologist, which rejected thIS paper fOK,publication.

Civil Rights Digest, Vol. 6, No. 3,Spring 1974 (entire issue

This issue i5 devoted ta feminist perspectives on racism and

sexism. The articles were written by authors representing each
group of American minority women, as well as by a Black male and

a white male. Resource,, reading, and viewing lists are also

included.

Dole, Arthur A. "Aspirations of Blacks and Whites for Their Children."
Vocational Guidance Quarterly, Vol. 22, No. 1, Septemlier 197,3,

pp. 24-31.

This study was part.of a comprehensive comparison of Black studentS
and white students in an urban high school. Specifically, it is
concerned with the extent to Which the occupational aspirations
of a group of Blacks and whites were related to the primary educa-
tional-vocational activity of their children six months after
graduation from secondary school. The data presented contain
sex-ratio breakdowns and reveal the aspirations of women of both
races for their children. It also uncovers some significant in--
sights into the correlation of the college or school intentions
of.Black females with the status level of parents' occupational-,
aspirations for thent In fact, it suggests that in Black homes,
especially with respect to daughters, the interpersonal dynamics
may be distinct from those characterizing the white parent-child

relationship.
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Facts on Women Workers of Minority Races. Washington, D.C.: U.S.

..Department,of Labor, Employment Standards Admihistration,
Wpmen's tureau, 1972.

, v
\ ..

In spite of advances in the soial and economic status of
workers of minority races, sub*antia1 differences persist
between the employment pattern$ of minority women and those
ofOther groups. Minority women are more likely than white
womento be, in the labor.force, to be working wives, and to
be-working 'mothers. Minority women wo,kkers generally have

jilt

"leSS formal education, higher rates of *lemployme and

loWer,income than their:white counterparts. They also

more likely to be in loW-killed, low-wage occupa ons. In

Comparison with lainority men, they 6kperience higher rates of
,

unentployment and have lower earnioigs on the average.

Frost, Delyte. ."A Special Plate for White Women Only.." Priorities,

Vol. 1, N. 2, October 1975, f)p. 476.

A white feminist discusses the relationship between racism:-
andsexism and why feminists must combat both simultaneously.

-,GlOver, Robert W. Placing Minority Women in Professional Jobs.
Washington, D.C. U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.

%

This is a ,"how to dAilt" manual-for groups engaged in efforts
to place .underutilized minorities and women in jobs which they
have not traditionally held. It outlines the procedures utilized
in the Minority Women Employment Program's (MWEP) outreach effpft
and explains the rationale forzu4ing them. Details concerning
program operations and mechanics are offered liberally. The

resource appendices included are: aids to research; aids to re-
cruiting"minority women; aids to job development; job and career
counseling resources; suggestions on resume preparation; and job
descriptions for field office staff of MWEP:

Clover, Robert W., and Greenfield, Paula S. The Minority Women
, Employment Program. Austin: Yniversit of TeXas, 1976.

This is the final report of the U.S. Employment'and Training
Administration's Minority Women Employment Program (MWEP).
This program was developed to place minority female.college
graduates in nontraditional managerial, professional, and
technical occupations. To date, seven program,sites across_
the,6ountry have been,,established. Included in the report is
background information,on the employment and economic status
of minority women as well_as the history and objectives of he
program. The repoIt also ahalYzes the services MWEP has
provided. It documents the need for and benefits of this program,
while providAt an example of a solution to one problem faced
by minority.woMen.
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Humanand Ariti-human--VAlues in Children's Books.. New York:
Couricil on Interracial Books far Chilliren, 1976.

Guidelines for parents, educators, and librarians to Lite in
judging children's books are found in this book. Included is

rating instrument and analyses of various books on

nd feminist theies. .

y Mahaley; Quick, Paula; and Brawn, Janet Welsh.

d: The Pricd of Beilig A Minority Woman tin Science.-

Washington,. D.C. Arnericait Awciation for the Advancement of

gaence, 1975.

This is'a reporefrom the AAAS Conference. oftirty Black,

Puerq) Rican, MeXican American, and Indian women scientists.
The confAen was.designed to,qx,plore how and why,thesillIwomen

had "made it Among the topics coveredzwere: precolfte,ex-
perience of family and &her social influences such as schools
and the mass Media; colle andyrofessiorial education; and

caeeer and professional exp'e ience. The report identifies
selieral commonalities in the experiences of this group of women.
It,also listsrecommendatio s proposed by conference members to
qilitate participation by'minority women in science and
'neering,and some selected resources ou minorities and women

enc0.

a co

41114t
minority

Malcolm, Shirl
Double B'

The

:

.

. "Minority Women iHigher.Educaton #3
.

elected keading List on

Black and Spanis en in Higher Education." Washington,

D.C.; Associp of AmerichrliCol4eges, Project on the Status and
Education of , Match 1975: '

. . .

. .

This short bibliography contains r sOurces on, Biack women as

students, faculty, and administr or as well.....ds-on Chicano/and

Puer'ila Rican women. , r

4
\
\I

'Minority Women,Workers; A S tistical Olerview. Washington, D.C.;

U.S. Tepartment of Lab r, Employment Stanprds AdMinistrat19,
Women!s Bureau, 1977:

This is a compilation
figures on: labor forc

c data on nonwhite women, including
ticipation; unemployment; average

yearly earnings; occupations; marital and faMily atatus; wo ,king

'mothers; and e;pcatiOrl..

Lab Revi Washington, D.C.: 04..Department
Bureau'of Labo S,tatistics, May 1974.

MOnthl

NIIIPs issue is cr:$A
,

It 'includes repo

professiops( (t4ew o

but the compernons

of Labor,
A. s

'. - .
, ,

ted to dxamining.trends in women
,

s emtdoyment..
.,- .A

on women id ohe skloaled tr. ade.S.unions,:arid,

the Articles haVe breakdOwn,s`-bY, ra

on ylor.BEack and white wOmen.

(
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1975 Handbook on Women Workers. Washington, D.C.: U.S. DepaaMent
of Labor, Employment Standards Administration, Women's Bureau,
1975.

This handbook is a Compendium of facts rela'ting to the present
economic, and political status of women in America. The
informatiop pertinent to minority women includes: their part/-
cipation ih the work force; their occupations; their wage or
salary income; their family income; and their educational
attainment. The dila includg qhpecifics for Black and/or Spanish-
origin women.. Most of the figures group nonwhite womeninto the
"minority" category, with 'ke aforementioned expectations. In

addition, there is information on the laws gOverning women's
employment and status, as well as a brief guide to institutions
and mechanisms useful to advancing the status of women.

.Rickman, Geraldine. "A Natural Alliance." Civil Rights Digest,
Vol. 6, No. 3, Spring 1974, pp. 56-65.

Rickman, an,associate professor of psychology at the.time of
this writing, advan e :the theory that Black women represent
the legitimate instrum ts by which the pomen's movement and
the Black movement can form an alliance Por accomplishing
societal changes that will enefit b th groups. She relies
on Bennis' alteration of t''s "1 nking pin" model for
intergtoup-Horiiontal co oration o suggest that,Black.
_women have the needs, desirè ability, and manifest destiny
to be "linking pins."- The ar icle contains statistical data
Televant to the sOcial, proWe of Black women in America and
offers a ten-point summary of "bottom-line demands",affecting
all women. The_author also focuses on the Black professional
woman and- s and ma...h.i.evements,, compared. with those
of white', fiomen.

SedlaCek, William E., -t al. "Racism and Sexism: A Comparison and
Contrast." Jourhikof the National'Association for Women Deans
Administrators, and Counselors, Vol. 39, No. 3, Spring'1976,
pp. 120-127.

:

4 This article outlines research on racism andi sexism based.)
the Situatibnal Attitude Scale (SAS) and the Situational
Attitu e Scale--Women (SASW) measures designed to estimate the

- attitu es of whites toward Blacks ahd of men tabard women, re-
spef 4ply. The author-points out that while all men must
interact-with Women, akl whites4must do ao with Blacks.

,

The Major differe in he finding's ot several studies,on 1.
SAS and 'SAN were t t men senerally.viewed women more

po itively than whites ad Black. The artisle concludes
ith severaleprOpural ecommendations tor eliminating racism
nd sexism.



Sexton, Patricia Cayo. Minority ,Group Women. Washington,.D.C.:

U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1974.

Sexton presented this paper at'a Women's Bureau conference which
dealt with research needed to improve the empJ.oyment and employ=

ability2f women. Besides giving some backgroiund demographic
information on minority'Women, she makes comparisons between groups

of minority women identifies several important research needs.

Among the suggeste re earch areas are: systeMatic compilation of
existing material; ide tification of important data categories
which are not collected or analyzed by race and sex; collection of
employment data on small businesses, e.g., small shops where most
Asian women work; and exploration of how unions and civil rights
organizations can improve the job status of minority women.

Sexton, Patricia Cayo. Women and Work. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1977.

This is an examination of the data on the status of,women workers

in Americe,.as well as-a...ditCussion of economic theory to explain

their statui'. PatriciALCayo Sexton concludeS with philosophical
questions about social, political, and economic structures.
Information specifically on minority women is also included, such

as a description of the Department of Labor's Minority Women's

Employment Program.
T

Social Indicors of Equality for Minorities and Women. Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Civil Rights Commission, 1978.

Ihis report addresses the problem of statistical measuies and
limited raw data by\-using new measures known as'"social indicators
of equality." Applied to the status and condUion of minorities
and women, these da'ta provide a yardstick for the degree of improve-
ment or decline in the level ot well-being of these groups. Education,

unemployment and occupations, income and poverty, and housing are
the indicators :used in this report. The commission's conclusions,
findings, and,recommendations are included along with many tables
and indices'ander the aforementioned topics.

AStiersson, Catharine R.
Some Remarks abolt
at the 55th Annual
October 6, 1972.

OS

"Conflict, Probable; Coalitio Possible:
Femi'ism and the Black Move nt," delivered

Mee ing of the American "1 on Education,

The author's thesis is th t serious tensio
and the Black movement as movements, and be
women as persons. She details the basic ,pr

movement, while asserting and documenting
is neither a monolithic nor majority force
fact, more Black women than white appear to
analysis that it is "unduly difficult to be
Stimpson lists reasons why white women tend
theless, she feels that there is a basfS for c

he issues of employment and educational q
d on:several specific issues relating to all

exist bbtween feminism
t een white and Black

ciples, of the feminist
opinion that feminism

city. In"'

"nist's

ca."
it. Never-

ion-building
all people

American
iicept the
woman in

141
10.
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Strickland, ,Bonnie'R. "Aspiration Responses among Negro and White'
Adolescents." Journal-Of Personality and Social Psychology,
Vol. 19, No. 3, 1971, pp. 315-320.

The present study is an attempt to -consider variables of race .

and class in relation to aspirations. It includes contTols for
socioeconomic level and extends research on aspirations to an
adolescent population. Based on, previous findings, it was
hypothesized that Black subjects would be less consistent and g"

realistic in their expectancy responses following performance
than would white subjects. 'The relative contributions of race
and class to expectancy responses wefe examined with a control
group for socioeconomic status: The data were analyzed foi
mAle and female subjects separately, so that the relationship
of sex to aspirations could also.be considered;

Terry, Roitert. "The White Male Club." Civil Rights Digest, Vol. 6,

No. 3t Spring '1974, pp. 36-42.

Presented in this article is a thorough analysis of the relation-
ship between racism and sexism, as well as their institutionaliza-
tion in American ideology. This is a basic reading for anyone
concerned with nonsexist, nonracist education.

Thurow, Lester C. "The Economic Status of Minorities and Women."
Civil Rights Digest, Vol. 8, Nos. 2, 3, Winte/Spring 1976,
pp. 2-9.

The economic position of a minority group can be ascertained from

four basic statistics: (1) relative employment; (2) relative

earnings; (3) acces to high-income jobs; and (4) relative family

incoMe. The data on family i come and ethnicity reveal only
three groups in a disadvant ed economic position: Blacks,

'Indians, and Hispanics. Tl adthor recommends universal, open-
"ended, Tight-so-work progra s in order to'achieve equality of
opportunity.- This article p ents important back round informa-
tion for understanding the stat s. of women of

Turner, Barbara F., and McCaffrey, Joa ne ammar

Career Orientation among Black a d White Oo
Journal of Vocational Behav. , Vol. 5, 1974

alization and
en."

319.

This study was designed to compare:* (1) patterns of career
preferences and caver péctatfoes among-Black and white college
women; and (2) developm tal antecedents of career expectations
among these/women. The relationshitp.,ef race to cafee rienta=

tion was treated within the framewoik of Rotter'soci4 learning
theory (SLT). Hypotheses'were'then deduced from'postula es of.

SLT. Compared to Whites, Blacks were more likely to: (1) expect

full-time.paid,employment; (2) prefer less.career involvement than
they realistically expected; and (3) Nrefer less work than they

expected. 4
\i
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We, the American Women. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of

Commerce, Soci,i1 and Economic Statistics Administration,

Bureau of the Census, 1973;

This pamphlet provides statistics, based on the 1970 Census, 6out
the American female population. Some data are presented for Black

and Spalsh-heritage women.
,

Window Dressing on the Set: Waren and Minorities in Televi ion.

Washington, D.C.,: U.S. Civil Rights',Coramission, 1977.

The data developed in this stUdy 4ocument specifically the
extent to which minorities and women (particularly minority
women) continue to b.e underre sented on local station work

forces and almost totally eluded from decision-making and
important professional posi ons t those stationst It further

documents the allegation that minority women,are.underrepresented
on network'news programs, as well as in netork television drama.

The study also draws attention to he stereotyped or token roles
frequently assigned to minority wom n when they do appear on

television. Several articles outlirke the activity of the Federal
Commun'ications Commission (FCC) in t e regulation of programming
in the public interest, as well as its efforts in the area of equal

employment opportunity. The number of ta4les and appendices in-
cluded helps substalitiate the findings of the report .Snd its

recommendations.

Window Dressing on the Set: Update. Washington; D.C.: U.S. Civil

. Rights Commission, 1979.

This continuation of the above study describes the portrayal

of minorities and women in c6mmercial.television and drama, as

well as their appearance in network news and local stations' -

labor forces. The data is drawn from the mid-1970's, but also

includes research from 1977. The'report concludes that the

current trends in television indicate no improvement in the

portrayal of minorities and women since 1969-1974, the period

covered in the Original study (1977).

Women in the Economy: Full Freedom of ChOice. Conference4eport.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, EMployment Standards

Administration, Women's Bureau, 1975.

This conference was intended to express the challenge, the range
of problems, add She opportunities facing American women in,1975.
It acknowledged the fact that that without the economic option,

.there are few others. \One panel athe conference focused on
"Minority Issues and Contributions" from the perspective of Black,

Hispanic, Asian, and American Indian women.

87
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Women WOrkers Today. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department o Lab r,

Emplqment Standards.Administration, Women's Bureau, 976.

Tilis report gives basic economic data from 1975 statistics.
Included are figures on: the employment 'of minority women;

the unemployment 'percentages of minority women; and median
income for this-group. -

/
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IV. ELEMENTARY AUDIOVISUAL RESOURCES

A. AMERICAN INDIAN

7Along Sandy Trails." New York:. Viking Press, 1969. Fil strip
4and cass tte.

This filmstrip is a photographic prese ation an poetic narra-
tion of a day in the life of a Papgo Ind n girl f the Arizoni.
desert. The eMphasis is on the variety a d abund nge of nature.
It is based on the book by Ann Nolan Clark.

"Annie and the Old One." New York: Newbery Award R
Filmstrip and cassette.

, 1979.

This is a sound filmstri o the Newbery Awara-wi ing book
by Miska Miles. `It is a sen itive story of a young Navajo girl
coming to, grips with the deati of.her grandmother.

"Julie and the Uellves." New York: bery,Award Records, 1974.
Filmstrip ana cassette.

This filmstrip is based on he Newbery Award-winning book by
Jean Craighead George.. Juli is lpst in the Alaskan tundra.
Her survival depends on a wo.f pack and her own creativity and
courage.

"Sift Down the Moon." New York: Newbery Award Records, 1974.
Filmstrip and cassette.

This filmstrip is an adaptation of the Newbery Award-winnlng
book by Scott O'Dell. It is the story of a Navajo girl who
is sold into slavery and escapes only to face the removal of
*er people to a reservation.

-

Unlearning "Indian" Seereotypes. New York: Council on Interracial
Books for children, 1977. Filmstrip, cassette, and book.

This kit contains eNstudy of stereotyping in children's books,
"don'ts" on, teaching about Indians, classroom activities, sug-
gestions, and.a filmstrip featuriqg Native American'children
reviewing children's books.

B. ASIAN AMERICAN

"Cynthia, Japanese-Americal.1 irlt" Chicago: ociety for Visual
Education, 1970. Film rip and ca te.

This filmstrip describes som4 of cultural traditions of
js onQ Japanese American famityfiand Cy thia's involvement in thorn.

41111P*.

ol^

)4.
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a
Five Families. New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1972. Filmstrips.

This kit contains filmstrips on five families in the'United

States. "Chinatown" presents the Asian American perspective.
The Yangs are a bilingual family in San Francisco. Glimpes of
a da'y in the Yang family show some aspects of their Chinese.'
heritage and the dtfferent family roles.

"Jenny." New York: Anti-Defamation League of B'nai Btrith,

16mm film.

Ann)/ is a Japanese American gir1. She and'her family share

,their cultural heritage in this film. In addition, her parents

and grandmothez recall America's vast treatment of Japanese
Americans.

"Siu Mei
Ame

Who S'hall I Be?" New York: Learning Corporation of

1971. 16mm film.

This fil;r1 is about a young Chinese Amer,ican girl who faces a

conflict of cultural values. Her father wishes hef to attend
Chinese classes, while Siu Mei wants to go to ballet class.

Understanding Chinese Americans. San francisco: The Association

of Chinese Teachers Curriculum Project, 1976. Filmstrips and

.cassettes.

This set'of three filmstrips shoys the lifestYles of three
contemporary Chinese:American childien.

1. "Getting tiS KnoW Carol Low" shows a Chinese American

girl living in San Francisco's Chinatown. Similarities

and Aifferences between the Chinese American'and other '
American lifestyles are depicted. ,

Z. "Julie's Report" :amphasizes the contributions of the:

Chinese -in America. Julie brings her uncle to classrto

tell what the Chinese did to help build America.

3. "My Friena, Roland Chan" presents the proble s of a,Ch4nese
immigrant family living in Chinatown. Their iffi tildes

)1
ith language, employment, and adjusting to erent

environment, are shown.

C. BLACK

"Annie Christmas: Lady Longshoreman:" Chicago:, Society for Visual

Education, 1974. Filmstrik and capgette:

This s a tall tale of a Black "superwoman" who performed,feats

of st ength and bravery in the early days of New Orleans.

Cario is some sex.stereotyping In this tale.



Eldred, Patricia Mulrooney. Diana.Ross. tid,hkato, Minn.: OreatiVe
Education, 1975. Cassette and book.

.

ThiLbiographY of Diana-Ross Xraces her life frOm the time she"
was the lead singer of the Supremes through 'her career as an
_actress and solo performer. The tape is an exact'narra,tion of
the book.

Grant, Matthew G. Harriet Tubman: Black Liberator. MankaroTEMinn.:
5Feative Education, 1974. Casseite and book.

-

This biography of Harriet Tubman, a runaway slave, recounts her
life as she worked to free her people before, during, and after
the Ciyil War. The,tape is a word-for-word'reading of the book.

Mor , Charles, and Morse, Ann., koberta Flack. Mankato, Minn::
Creative Educatiod, 1-975. Cassette and book.

-

This biOgraphyStraces thq life of the talented,musician, who
began as$ a music teacher. The tape is a word-for-word reading

-
of the book.

Olsen, James T. Aretha Franklin. Mankato, Minn.: Creative
Education, 1975. Cassette and bodk., .

This biography oAhe popular musician emphasizes her gospel
church background. The tape is a word-for-word reading of the
book.

"Philip Hall Likes Me. T Reckon. Maybe." New YOrk: NeWbery
Award Records, 1979. Cassette.

The Newbery Award-winning story by Betty Greene is narrated
by Ruby Dee. It tells of the friendship between an eleven- -
year-old girl and boy. 40,

"Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry." New Yoik: Newbery Awird Records,
1978. Cassette.

The Newbery Award-winning book writtenoby Mildred D. Taylor
is dramatized. It is the story of a Ilack family in rural
Mississippi-during the Depression. 4r

Tdylori Paula. Coretta King: A Woman of Peace. Mankato, Minn.:
Creative Education, 1974. Casset,te and book.:

This bdography of toretta King emphasizes her,background rather
than her famous husband. The tape is an exact narration of
the hplok.
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"Wilma Rudolph:' Three Olympic Victories." Chicago:- Society for

Vislial Education, 1976. Filmstrip and cassette.

This filmstrip focuses oil on Rudolph's Olympic athletic

victories. It makes,nd efe ehCe to any other facet of her

lite or her training to achie such victories.

r .

D. HISPANIC

12Chicano Culture Series: Eugenia and Francisco's Wedding." Squth

:Pasadena, Calif.: Bilingual Education Services, 1975. Filth-

strip and cassette.

A study of Chicanb social'life and 'customs is told

flower girl in a wedding:

"Children of the Barrio: Ana's Trip to the Market." South Pasadena,

i Calif.: Bilingual Education Services, 1978. Filmstrip and

cassette.

The market and)important information about ethnic foods ate

showil from a Aild:s point of view.

;Ifibfildren of the Barrio: Maria's.Life in the Barrio." South

Pasadena, Calif.: Bilingual Education Services, 1978. Film-

strip and.cassetta.
,

Home and family life in the'barrio are seen through a young

girl's eyes.

.r
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V. S4CONDARY AUDIOVTSUAL RESOURCES

A. ASIAN AMERICANr

a
"Wataridori: Birds of'Passage." los Angeles: Visual Communications,

n.d. 16mm film.

"Ahynung America: Two Korean Familiei." New York: ,Macmillan
Films, 1978. 16mm film.

This documentary compares the experiences of two Korean 4

families in Amtrica: one recent immigrant family works to
maintain a grocery business; the other is the concert musician
family of violinist Kyung-Wha Chung. The views a a oles of

women in both families are presented.
4

"The Changing Role of Asian Presbyterian Women. San Mateo, Calif.:
Japanese American Cdrriculuin Project; 1976. Filmstrip and cassette.

An overview of tile history of Asian Americans is presented and
the:role of the church in the lives of Asian American women ,
is emphasized,

"Jung Sai--Chinese American." New York: Macmillan Films, 1977.

16mm film..

bmnie Young Yu, a Chinese American journalist, discovers her
ethnic origins by traveling through the West and interviewing
many Chinese about the'early coolie labor, the work on the rail-
way and in the mines, and the development of Chinatowns.

moo"-

Through collected interview's with thr e Issei (first generation
Japanese Americans), dhe history of Ja anese immigratiwi to the
United States is described. 'One of the Issei featured is a

ATan.

B. ISBANIC

4rh hicana* Past and Present. South Pasadena, Calif.: Bilingual

..Educati n Services, 1978., Filmstrips and cassettes.

This.se of three filmstrips isdesigxjed to inform students of
the pot ntN1 and many achievements o Chicanas. Filmstrip
ti are:

1. "The Chicana's Role id History"
2: "The Chitana in Contemporary Life"
3. "Contributions of Chicanas in Art and Literature"

1
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"Chicano History of the Southwest, Set I: Mother
>

of God.". South

Pasadena, Calif.: Bilingual Educational Services, 1978.
IP Filmstrip and cassette.

An early female settler of Spanish New Mexico struggea to
create a new life.

,"Chicano History of the'Southwest, Set II: A Chicana from,Aztlán."

South Pasadena, Calif.: Bilingual Educational Services, 1978.

Filmstrip and cassette.

A young Chicana artist-views her cultural roots as originating.-...
in all parts of the world.

C. MULTIRACIAL

Sources of Strength: Women and Culture. Newton, Mass.: WEEA
Publishing Center, 1979. Books and cassettes.

Thi's kit includes a teacher's guide, annotated bibliography,

and oral history cassette tapes focusing on lessons and
activities for students as well as background information for
teachers. African, Chinese, Afro-American, and Chinese-
American women are highlighted. It was developed through a
Women's Educational Equity Act grant.

"Women in/World War II." Stanford, Calif.: Muiti-Media Productions,

1979. Filmstrip and cassette.

Thisafilmstrip examines women's economic roles, as well as
shows how the war-affected their social lives, their activities
at home, and their hopes for the future. It concentrates

mainly on Anglo women.

"sr

4.
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